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IABSTRACT

The infantry rifle squad has evolved over'. period of several hundred

years. Historically, the ,volution of the infantry squad is based upon the

k systems of wveaponry as developed and in uoe in a partLular period of

history. In the United States Army, the Infantry rifle squad and its evolu-

tion falls into two distinct periods: the American Revolution to World War I;

World War I to the present period o 1984.

U.
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SUMMARY

This study covers generally the subject of the evolution of the infantry

rifle squad from ancient times to the present era. Considerable attention

is given to the organization of the squad, especially from the point of view

of the number of personnel involved. Historically, the squad evolved from

a military need for a small unit to carry close combat to the enemy. This

evolutior vias dependent, to a marked degree, upon the development of

infantry and other weapons, especially those capable of supporting the

infantry in battle.

Mention is made of the persons who have been most influential and

instrumental in the development of the infantry rifle squad. Among those

prominent historically was Major General Emory '.,.on of the United States

Army. His creation of a new drill for the infantry and the accompanying

"skirmish" drill, or early battle drill, was most significant in the evolu-

tion of the infantry rifle squad in the U.S. Army. Due credit is also given

Baron Friedrich von Steuben for his earlier prescribing that squads be

formed in the infantry companies at Valley Forge.

Part I, Historical Background, 1779-1917, traces the histo:fcal

e v:,lopment of the infantry squad from Valley Forge to the trenches of

World War I. There is general discussion of infantry tactics an"% how

t units engaged in combat. The effect of weaponry upon tactics is shown by

specific examples drawn from wars of the past. The adoption of Lhe Krag -

Jorgensen magazine rifle with its reduced caliber and bolt-act-on loading ii

noted as well as the beginning of automatic fire in early machire guns. The

reluctance of the military to adopt the machine gun is covered.

World War I is discussed from the standpoint of its influence in the

elimination of the infantry rifle squad for a period of time and iti replace-

ment with the two-s, uad section in trench warfare. General John J.

Pershingt s influence upon the tactics of the war is shown at most siguificant.

CORG-M-194 vii



His emphasis upon the individual rifleman helped ,.o rcvive the squad after

open warfare was initiatcd.

Part I1 covers the evolution of the infantry rifle squad from 1918 to

1964. Participatton of the U.S. Infantry in v Ald War I influenced the

weaponry of the infantry rifle squad during the period 1920-1940. The issue

of the semiautomatic M-1 rifle and the Browning automatic rifle was highly

significant in giving the infantry rifle squad increased firepower. The advent

of the twelve-man rifle squad and its combat history during World War ii

covers the addition of these new weapons, their effect upon the squad tactics,

and the funci.ioad relationship of the automatic rifle team with the rest of

the squad.

In the post-World War H period the nuclear age has had Its effect

upon the concepts of war and even the infantry rifle squad. The dispersion

of all units upon the modern battlefield is directly related to the mass destruc-

tion capabilities of nuclear warfare. Squad strength va ,J in this post war

period but during the Korean conflict the nine-man squad strength held firm.

Much interest was displayed by research and development organizations

during this period in studying the squad and its mpmbers in combai,

particularly from the behavioral science point of view. In this vein a

definite effort was made to determine scientifically the job of the combt

infantryman. As a direct result of this research in the behavioral sciences

during the Korean War, the combat duties of squad leaders a.nd members

were categorized.

In 1956, a breakaway from the traditional automatic rifle team and

riflemen squad occurred. The evolution of the new ten-man (two fire t ±n)

infantry rifle squad is traced down through the various tablea of organization

and equipment to the present time. The duties of the squad leader and the

fire team leaders are described specifically, as are the duties of the &nem-

bers of the squad.

Thc AppcndLx F contains pertinent tables of organization and equipment,

and extracts from techrdc memoranda and fi;Id manuals. For purposes of

comparison, there is also included a table showing the organizatioa of the
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U.S. Marine Corps rifle squad.

The Bibliography lists books, articles, reports, official and semi-

official publications, and unpublished materials used in the preparation of

the study.
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ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT OF THE INFANT'i.C I"IFLE SQUAD:
FROM VALLEY FOGPCE TO ROAD

INTRODU 4ION

The evolution of the infantry squad has its beginning& in antiqity. In

the Roman legion, the centuries of about 100 men each were divided into

messes of tWn men each who slept in the same tent and were under the con-

mand of a decanus, who was a sort of "dean" over the men. In combat

these messes made up the maniples which were the subdivisions of the

century to which they were assi,ned, Broadly speaking, these early Roman

legionnaires can be considered the ancient ancestors of the infantry squad of

modern times. In the twentieth century the infantry squad has survived as

an integral part of the normal and standard military formation for land war-

fare. Its survival springs from its ability to funct' , as a formal primary

group of men charged with the delivery of violence upon the enemy and his

material installations.

In the days of the Romans and the Grneks, the weapons system admitted

of a few basic items: namely the sword, the spear, the bow and arrow, and

the club. There were others of supporting nature, such as the c-ude

artillery or ballistae of the time, but basic combat was waged in formation,

either in hand-to-hand struggles or at a distance by means of hurled spears

and bow-driven arrows. Early military tactics recognized the feet that

team work was necessary to advance units upon the battlefield. It was also

realized that there was a limit :o the number in combat which co-t1d .5

controlled by one leader under the stress of battle. hn essepce, the leade-r

of ten men, or even of one hundred, could control his unit as long as he

could see its memb6rs and they could see him. In the confusic'n and general

tumult of battle there arose the need for small units to continue fighting

after contact with the leader of the larger unit was lost and he could no

longer exercise personal control and leadership. The maniple of the
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Romans provided this continuity during combat b:,ut basica11,- was identified

with the century.

The sociological implications of the maniple were those of the modern-

day infantry squad. There was group identification and association and

participation within the ten men assigned to L,h the maniple and the squad.

These implications have remained fairly constant in spite of the cor:inuing

development of new and powerful weapons, such as gunpowder and nuclear

devices.

Gunpowder, in its crudest form, multiplied the traumatic effect of

warfare a thoisandfold. No longer was the weapon dependent upon human

muscle for its delivery. Further, gunpcvder made hand-to-hand fighting

less likely a, . violence was delivored at a distance that was generally safe

for the deli rs. How this new force was to be used, and how it was to be

manipulated on the battlefield, or in a siege operation, became in time a

system of operations or tactics. Elementary at first, the tactics of warfare

developed into a science, especially in the realm of art.. -Y. It should be

noted, however, that tactical patterns rarely kept pace with weapons

development.

The invention of the hand-cannon or the mtket made the peasant

soldier more than a match for the armored knight, or the man on horse-

back. Mass armies consisting of musket-bearing peasants or Enfantb

(infantry) of the King, soon made their appearance upon the scene. ThM..

task was primarily one of delivering mass fire agaiLst massed formations

of the enemy. Once this was done, it was then a matter of closing up,.n

the enemy with the bayonet or short sword before he had time to reload.

Frederick the Great of Prussia added a new dimension to his tactics by

training his grenadiers to load and fire the flintl.ock muskei more L'apidly

than any army in the world. Within this mass force small units, like the

ancient maniples, continued to be organized more for administration and

control than for combat. Even in the Continental Army the squ2J was

reorganized as an administrative unit but was not employed as a tactical

unit on the battlefield.
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It will be shown that the infantry rIfle squd .i o developed historically

because of the necessity for dispersal of .men upon the field. of battle if they

were to survive hostile fire and wage effective 'ombat. Generally, the

process of development of the infantry rifle sqlad has been evolutionary

and experimental. Weapons and ,r.'aational systems seem to have com-

plemented one another in this process. That the tactics of the infantry

rifle squad developed from experience on the field of battl- zad the thinking

of military students on the problem can be shown by historical citation.

There is ample evidence demonstrating that the infantry rifle squad evolved

because there was need for such a unit to carry forward the work of the

" Journeyman" of the trade of war--the infantryman.

I
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PART T

17794- 17

The organization of the Infantry of the United States Army had its

beginning at Valley Forge under the ti± .-tion of Major General Friedrich

von Steuben, Inspector General on the staff of General Washington. Though

the platoon was the 'smallest tactical maneuver and lire unit of that time, the

infantry drill regulations written by the Prussian military advisor prescribed

that each captain of a company would divide his company into squads (Ref. 1,

p. 100). That this division was for other than disciplinary and administrative

purposoia uannot be accurately determined, since the combat formations of that

day were of a mass type, either of company or battalion size. These units

were assigned the primary battle mission of standing and dellivering a mass

volley fire upon the massed bodies of the enemy forces and then closing with

the bayonet. Although the platoon was the smallest fire unit, it rarely

maneuvered away from-its parent organization (Re'. 1, p. 23). The squad

as we know it today did not exist until almost one Alured years later (Ref. 2).

The tactics as practiced by the armies of 18th century Europe and

later by those of the Napoleonic period following the turn of the century, did

not permit any breaking up of the huge battalion masses. Little or no effort

was made to use the terrain for cover against hostile fire; to do so was con-

sidered unsoldierly. Although the British had experienced Indian-type combat

during the French and Indian War, and the bitter memory of Braddok' s defeat

was still fresh in the minds of some of the senior BriYish officers, tbere was

little modification of British tactics (Ref. 3, pp. 76-77).

The hunting rifle carriea into the settlements by the Amer .ca' back-

woodsmen as they reported for military service became thelkr principal

weapon. There were often no muskets for issue. Contrasted to the regu-

lation musket, smooth-bore (about caliber .75 and effective fol 75 yards),

the rifle was a weapon of precision of reduced caliber and deadly for

eniping purposes at distant ranges up to 400 yerds. The British noted

the advantages to be gained in the employment of the rifle, the bayonet,
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and maneuver, and organized the Royal Amcri.nan legi±ant (Ref. 3, pp.

77-78; Ref. 4). in the American colonies accurate rifle fir,, the tactics

of the Indians, the tree-to-tree advance, the :-elent use of cover, and

the maneuvering of small bodies of troops, infantrymen, and riflemen into

critical positions for flanking fires ad attacks, caused the mass formations

to disperse. Platoons and companies began z. wage combat as independent

units, not as smaller parts of the greater whole. But such unconventional

tactics were not universally adopted in the British service.

The ultimate performance of the rifle against the conventional mass

military formations that were retained was revealed in the American victory

against the Brltlsjh at New Orleans, January 8, 1815 (Ref. 5, pp. 142-143).

The rifle with its accurate fire in the hands of untrained militia frontiersmen

decimated the British battalions as tbey advanced to the attack (Ref. 6, p.

145).'

Nevertheless, during the period of the American Revolution, the

Niapoleonic wars, and the American Civil War, the drill of the parade ground

remained the drill for combat. In the Civil War the siti ',,ioi was described

as:

one of those periods, common in history, when weanons
have outdistanced organization and tactius. It is true that
deadly fire brought about modifications in the use of infantry,
one of which was the use of a succession of lines in the assault,
another the regular employment of temporary field works.
But oven after taking these into account, it seems clear that
the rifled musket was more modern than the organization of
ihe infantry and the resultant formations used in the assault.
Otherwise stated, organization and tactics were basically those
of the beginning of the nineteenth century, while the weapon.
were fifty years more modern. This discrepazcy between
weapons and minor tactics aocounts in part for the shocking
destructiveness of the Civi) War (Ref. 7, p. 25)?.

1 The British loss on this day alone was over 2,000 - 291 killed, 1,262
wounded, 484 prisoners. The American loss: 13 killed, 39 wounded,
19 prisoners.

The situation today is a parallel - weaponry has advanced to t1'e point
where tactics are not applicable to proper and effective employment.

b CCRC-M-194.
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A study of the Union and Confederate drill manuirls o.5 the Civil War

reveals little or no mention of the infantry squad as a actical aiij. In the

skirmish or combat-deployed formation, the 6ect1on appe.-rs to have been

the smallest tactical unit prescribed (Ref. 8 and Ref. 5, p. 267). ' While

the squad, as a tactical military unit, did not become so identified until the

advent of Upton' s "New System" in 1867, the actics authored by

Brigadier General Silas Casey during the Civil War - and hence predatIng

Upton - did provide for the formation of a half-squad In "extended order,"

or the battle drill of that day. Casey' s Tactics provided:

Whenever a company is to be deployed as skirmishers, it
will be divided into two platoons, and each platoon will be
subdivided into two sections; the comrades in battle, forming
groups of four men, will be cariful to know and to sustain
each other (Ref. 9, pp. 184-185).

The above extract from Casey is especially noteworthy because of its

early recognition of the need of the soldier in combat for a group identification

or "primary group" to which he could give his loyalty and Iriendship, and in

return receive some measure of personal security. In this instance, Casey

touched upon one of the more vital aspects of the squad' s soci6-organizational

aspects - the conferring of individual personal security in combat tLt resulted

from the intimate association among fellow soldiers (Ref. 10, p. 75)"

The groups of four mentioned by Casey appear to have been formeI

by chance or by the personal habit of the individual infantry soldier "fal'l n g

in" beside certain friends when the company was formed. Often this proximity

came about in consequence of the impersonal "sizing" of the company starting

with the tallest men on the right and then graduating down to the shortest

men on the left. When in skirmish or (:.tended order foi. 'tion, the gewn'sr

' Hardee' s Rifle and Infanty Tactics became the drill regulations for ,he
Confederate States Army. Both Hardee' s and Scott' s regulations caused
the infantry coml , y to change direction by marching in field and by
wheeling. Turning on a fixed pivot by fours had not yet been inzagurated
for the infantry.

8 COR'I-M-19A
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rule established by Casey' s Tactics for the conduct of the groups of four

provided:

The interval between skirmishers depeaids on the extent
of the ground to be covered; but in general, it is not
proper that the groups of four men should be renioved
more than forty paces from each other. The habitual
distance between men of the same ;rz.,- "a open grounds
will be five paces; in no case will they lose sight of each
other. (Ref. 9, p. 185).

Thus it can be seen that the maintenance of individual visual contact

among the group served to give some degree of solidarity to the unit as it

advanced to the attack.

In furtherance of the mass Napoleonic tactics of the day, both armic,

were profoundly influenced by the French school, as was evidenced by the

slavish addiction of most field commanuers to the teachings of Jomini
in the Civil War (Ref. 11 and 12).

The invention of the Minie bullet with its improved accuracy and the

additlon of the rifled musket to the arsenal of the infantry n" 'de the close mass

combat of the period deadly and terrible in its toll of casualties. With caliber

.58 mup zle-loading rifled muskets, the rate of fire for infantry in formation

was three aimed shots per minute. (Ref. 9, pp. 109-110 and Ref. J3, p.

226). 4 Firing was done either by rank upon command, or "at will" by

the individual infantry soldier. That there was a need for a system of fire

distribution or "musketry" upon the target did not seem to be indicated at

this time. Other than that revealed by the following extract, there was littic

progress toward a basic rule oi fire distribution:

Officers should watch with the greatest possible vigilance
over a lind of skirmishers; in battle, they should neither
carry a rifle or a fowling piece. In all the firings, they,

4 At Antietam September 17- 1862, of 70,000 Union troops engaged, 10,700
wer i 1 killed, wounded, or missing; the Confederate forces, 40,000 strong,
lo:!t 12,410 killed, wounded, or missing. (Frederick Tilberg, Antietam,
National Park Service Historical Handbook No. 31, 1960. p. 47.)

10 CORG-M-194
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as well as the sergeants, should see V6,t order and silence
are preserved, and that the skirmishers do not war.d-.
imprudently; they should especially caution them tn, he
calm and collected; not to fire until they distinctly perceive
the objects at which they aim, and are sure that ch. se ob-
jects are within proper range (Ref. 8, p. 196).

It is also noteworthy of the Civil W- ,:.-'ic<
' that the infanLry had little

support other than that of the artillery. There were no organic infantry

mortars. The weapons generally available were those the infantryaan

carried, i.e., his musket, bayonet, pistol, sword, or saber. There were

hand grenades, but these were purely experimental and often as dangerous to

the thrower as to the enemy (Ref. 14, p. 82).

The greaO bualk of the artillery support for the infantry came from the

light artillery' s principal weapon, the smoothbore brass 12 pounder, known

as the Napoleon gun. There were rifled cannon such as the Parrott., as well

as those of foreign import, to be found in support of the infantry of both sides

(Ref. 15, and Ref. 5, p. 265).

Heavy artillery and heavy mortars were used in supy..t ., of the infantry

in siege operations. Except in the latter situation, there was little indirect

artillery fire in infantry support. Artillery on both sides was ueed primarily

to deliver fire through gaps or over the heads of advancing infantry !orma-

tions, In most battles, infantry advanced against the direct fire of enemy

batteries that delivered canister or "grape" shot against the lines of

skirmishers. There was little coordination of the artillery fires with the

advance of the massed infantry units (Ref. 15 and Ref. 3, p. 304-305).

The advent of the breech-loading or repeating carbine or rifle dlr*.ug

the latter stage of the Civil War had little immediate effect upon the tactical

organization of the infantry of either army. The breech-loading carbine ;.as

primarily for mounted troops who could not, without great difficulty, load

while mounted and in motion. The infantry of the United States Army with

a few exceptions finished out the war with caliber .58 single-shot, muzzle-

loading rifled muskets. Hence, the development of additional fire power and

12 CORG-M-194



the celerity of delivering it had little effeut -P"r tsetics except in the cavalry

(Ref. 3, pp. 304-305).

That weapons influence tactics has been demonstrated by the historical

experience of all armies. The American Civil War established the principle

that weapons of precision--whesic- - small-arms type or artillery--do

exert direct influence upon the organization and tactics of all units, The

breaking up of the mass and linear formations of the Civil War armies was

caused by the need to reduce the terrible losses of manpower. Several

acceptable solutions to the problem offered themcelves, such as dispersal

and the taking of cover or the digging of temporary field fortifications.

E. M. I ,oyd, in his excellent treatise, A Review of the History of Infantry,

wrote:

The American Civil War showed plainly what .ajnges
were bound to follow on the adoption of arms of preci-
sion; looser fighting formations, advance by rushes,
dismounted action by cavalry, increased use of the
spade, and diminished use of sword an' bayonet (Ref.
16, pp. 249-250).

No study of the development of the infantry squad in the United States

Army can fail to render proper tribute to one of Ameri'cats great military

intellectuals, Major General Emory Upton. It was his combat experience

in the American Civil War which inspired him to translate the obsolete

parade-ground battle formations into a modern extended order with

elementary rifle squads as combat units. Upton was far in adv,"-Ie of his

time. He not only contributed a basic system of infantry tactics, but his

scholarly treatise, The Military Policy of The United StatGs, as stood the

test of time as the most complete analysis on the conduct of warfare by our

nation in the historic past (Refs. 17 and 18).

Upton was one of the founders of the great American military trend

during the secoid half of the nineteenth century which had to do with the

organization of the infantry below company level. Within two years after

the Civil War, a new United States Army manual on infantry tactics, prepared

by Upton, was issued. This manual based all troop evolutions on movements

CORG-M-194 13
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by fours. Since a front of four men in prqt,:r line .hes a rear rank, the basic

subdivision of the new system (although not sp ;;,led) was really a squad (Ref.

7, p. 36).

On April 6, 1867, Uptcn, in a reply to a letter which had been referred

to him by the General-in-Chiel, T:..)s S. Grant, made the following s+ate-

ment:

. . .The chief advantage claimed for the system (Upton' s
double and single rank drill) is the adoption of a front of
four men as a unit, the men of which, both front and rear
rank, preserve or maintain a constant relation to each
other (Ref. 17, p. 199).

Here is the instant when the squad, as it has existed since, was

conceived. .listory reveals a continuing evolutionary process in the growth

of the infantry squad from Upton on to the present time. Further, its develop-

ment has been correlative with the advances and improvements made In

infantry arms and the general weaponry of modern warfare.

Peter S. Michie, in his Life and Letters o r.. gy__Ukton, indicates

that Upton' s basic concept of the need of new tactical formations for the

infantry sprang from his battle experiences as a regimental commander in

the Civil War. While certain problems of a commander in the field were

purely mechanical, such as the rapid movement of troops from line. into column

and vice versa, Upton' s real concern was in the column value- to be derived

from the units of four as comrades in battle.

Upton was the first to assert and apply that fours in
doubl. rank was the smallest unit that could be wheeied
into column . . . (Ref. 17, p. 214).

Upton, with his introduction of the "double-rank" formation, thus

created the eight-man infantry squad which had the ability tu drill, to

march, and to fight under the command of its leader, the corporal.

The manual (Upton' s) was far simpler of execution
than in any previous work of the kind. The marchings
were made notably more facile and precise. The
secret of the new movements depended upon the

CORG-M-194 15



wheeling by fours, which was then for the fl""t, tine
enunciated in our country. This practical arrangeme.'
allowed the front rank to keep its place under ",y con-
ditions and obviated the facings, inversions and c'Amber-
some turnings previously thought necessary to cause a
unit to change direction. Although we now call Upton' s
marching unit a squad, in reality it is nothing more than
his set of fours. The fixed right ana i.". was done away
with, so that commanders had liberty of action on the
march and for formation in battle. The skirmishers had
supports which infiltrated into the line when needed. When
two ranks were not necessary, a single rank could be
formed to lessen the growing casualties due to the range
and effectiveness of advanced weapons (Ref. 5, p. 319).

As explained sociologically by Mandelbaum, the new infantry squad

had the effect of establishing a formal primary group to which the infantry

soldier belonged and with which he could be personally identiVied. Hstorially,

this fact has been of considerable importance in building up the courage and

combt performance of the infantry soldiers of the United States Army. The

affiliation and ident.ty of the individual fighting man with a definitely

established unit, the rifle squad, conferred many qualities .^ nombat value

upon him. Hence, the scriad, when it was formed, served to function

primarily in two areas; the area of social relationships and the area of

technical military proficiency (Ref. 22, pp. 65-66).

Colonel G. M.C. Sprung, in his excellent treatise, The Soldier in
Our Time, explains in understandable terms the function of the soldier

member of the squad:

It is important to remember that only the soldier function
is primary. It is the soldier who presscs the trigger,
throws the grenade, pulls the lanyard on a gun. The
soldier is the great dr of the army' s work. The en-
tire vast machine behind i.ra e dsts only to see that
he pulls the trigger or throws the grenade at the right
time and place. NCOs and officers exist only to train
their men and in battle to get them to the correct place
at the correct time : nd to see that they do the correct
thing--as nearly as possible. It is characteristic of an
army that its plainest members are its most important
members. The private soldier is the end-product, the
fit al .owering, the saviour and glory of his army (Ref.
22, p. 68).
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In the post-Civil War period, the Army wa, faced with combat of a

different type, the campaigns against the Lidians on the Western plains.

While it is true that the mounted Indian was eountered mainly with our own

cavalry, infantry was involved in some of the operations. Moreover, when

the cavalry was dismounted, .. I' ch: as infantry (Ref. 5, pp. 314-354 and

Ref. 7, p. 27).

Here again we find a force exerted against the formal, mass formations

and tactics of the Civil War. The Indian campaigns called for scouting,

stealth, and stalking, all of which were eventually to be incorporated into the

tactics of the U.S. Army Infantry, (Ref. 23, p. J 54). The qualities required

by the operations against the Indians called for highly developed individual

and small-unit tactics, which pointed toward the squad as the sraallest unit

capable of operati.g in combat under its own leader. As an example of this

hold-over from the Indian campaign experiences of the infantry, the designa-

tion of two men as Scouts within eachsquad should be noted. (Ref. 24, p. 120).

In connection with the reorganization and .-eqtion of the new squad

formation, it should be noted that due to the limited infantry arsenal the

individual soldiers were basically riflemen. At this point in the history of

the evolution of the infantry squad weaponry had not advanced sufficiently

to require different combat tasks of each squad member. The squad leader

and the corporal did differ to a considerable extent in their rc3ponsibilities

and duties which were prescribed by the later drill regulations While

Upton' s Tactics does not prescribe in detail the duties of the sqaad leaders,

some of the basic responsibilities of the corporals are indicated in the fol-

lowing extract:

InsLuction of Corporals

Their theoretical instructlion should include the
School of the Soldier, and such regulations as prescribed
their dutis in garrison and canpaign.

The captain may select the most intelligent crporals
and privates of his company, and admit them to the instruc-
tion of the sergeants and corporals.
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As the instruction of sergeants and corporals is
intended to qualify them for the instruction of the privates,
they should be taught not only to execute, but to explain
intelligibly everything they may be required to teach
(Ref. 2, p. 7).

By 1892, when the infantry drill regutl-" were issued replacing

Upton' s Tactics but incorporating and bringing his system up-to-date,

the infantry squad and its leader were defined and established as important

features of the infantry company organization. The new manual prescribed

the company organization and responsibilities as follows:

The company is grouped into squads, under the leadership
and imdiate control of the non-commissioned officers, who
are held responsible for discipline and order, in camp and in
quarters, and are trained as leaders of groups for battle.

The four or squad consists of four files, a corporal and
seven privates; the corporal is the squad leader (Ref: 25, p. 179).

The infantry drill regulations of 1892 were instrumental in establishing,

finally and conclusively, that the squad was the basis for J.twided order or

combat drill. This may have been the point which Upton had endeavored to

reach but had not been able to do so. This apparent inability to fix the prin-

ciple, that is, a system of deployment within the Urated States Army In-

fantry, contributed to much worry and tribulation on his part.

The squad is the basis of extended order. Men will e
taught to regard the 3quad as the unit from which they ought
never to be separated; but if the squad should be broken up
or the men become separated, they place themselves wider
the orders of the nearest leader and remain with his squad
as if it were the one to which they originally belonged.

Officers and sergeants wilt give their attention to pre-
serving the integrity of the squads; they appoint new leaders
to replace those disabled, organize new squads when
necessary, and see that every man is placed in a squad
(Ref. 25, p. 186).

The principle of squad integrity, to be implemented as noted above,
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was an important development bince througlh it the.- .0d4er was given a

permanent group identification that wa-z to have important military and

sociological effects both in garrison and in the field (Ref. 10).

After the Civil War, the United States Army was equipped with the

US Rifle Cal.. 50, Model 1866. Thib ,veapon, the first regulation breechloader

issued to the infantry after the war, was a curious hybrid of Civil War mus-

ket parts. It was still of large caliber although reduced from. 58 and essen-

tially a makeshift weapon. It did, however, change the system of muzzle-

loading weapons within the infantry. By 1873, the infantry was in receipt of

an entirely new rifle, caliber. 45. This was still based upon the same sys-

tem as tho Model 1866 with slight improvements and modifications. The

Springfield. 45-70 rifle rematrd the regulation infantry weapon with the

addition of several slight changes in the models" of 1884 and 1888. These

rifles added little to the firepower of the infantry. They were slow in ex-

traction and in the later decades continued as black powder weapons when

most of the armies of the world were already ust , -mokeless powder, re-

duced-caliber rifles. Although there had been breechloading repeating

rifles in existence for decades, the US Army clung to Qbe outmoded and slow-

firing Springfield. 45-70 rifle until 1892.

There was ceaseless experiment with small arms; but
even so, changes came slowly. The reason for this was
that the Army had to practice the strictest economy. Ac-
cordingly, Ordnance sought for the last refinement befoi
standardizhig any model, since once a rifle was adopted it
could not soon be discarded in favor of a new one costing
large sums, As a result, the rifle musket of the Civu.l War
remained in general use for a few years after the return of
peace (Ref. 7, pp. 27-28; Refs. 19, 20, and 21).

By the time of the Spanish-American War in 1898, the infantry squisd

had become an established and functioning organization and tactical unit

within the infantry of the typical Regular Army and militia regiments. Weap-

onry had advanced; in fat, the infantry squad's armament had made a

major jump from the old '73 Springfield black powder, shigle-shot rifle

to a modern, smokeless powder, reduced-caliber (. 30) bolt-action,
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magazine (five shots) military shoulder wcapon. This jump -_. not been easy;

the Board for Selecting a Magazine Rifle, aftter Lwo years study, had selected,

out of innumerable foreign and domestic models, the Krag-Jorgensen of

Danish invention (Ref. 19. pp. 352-259). The "Krag," as it was soon called

by the troops, was the first official, regulatio., magazine rifle adopted by the

US Government for the Army.

The Springfield 173 with modifications remained the regulation shoulder

arm of the infantry for nineteen years. Actually it served longer than that,

for citizen soldiers used it in 1898 and 1899, and the Philippine Scouts for

an even longer time. When it was finally superseded in 1892, its replacement

embodied an advance that had been widely used in other armies for decades.

The Krag-Jorgensen was the US foot soldier's first regulation repeating rifle.

The Krag lasted nine years before yielding to the Springfield Model 1903.

The latter remained regulation for almost forty years, to the outbreak of

World War H. Although it was not a new departure as the '73 and the Krag

had been, it utilized the latest improvements, and was a. 'Lie a rifle as in-

fantry had anywhere (Ref. 7, p. 28, Ref. 4).

The US Army sought to improve and refine tactical orgnmzation and

doctrine (Ref. 17, pp. 466-467). In the infantry urill regulations of 1892,

considerable attention was given to the maneuver of the squad in combat

waged with modern infantry weapons. The ,advance by rushes" brouglh& the

principles of fire and movement down to the level of the squad and the c---

poral, who was the lowest ranking commande3r pnssessing this maneuver

capability (Ref. 25, pp. 186-197).

The last half of the nineteenth century brought a marked improven.t nt

in the fields of organization and tactics. The following comment is illustrative

of the dispersion on the battlefield caused by the evolution of infantry weap-

ons:

All in all, during the half century the movement was
toward the refine~nent of organization further and further.
This meant giving small knots of men, and combinations
of such knots, cohesion ind special leadership. The
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development that launched this movement was the gr:-,,z'l
replacement of line tactics by skirmish tanti.cG. Along
with it came changes in training ana techniques, such as
a set of arm signals by which company officers, and their
subordinates, could control their men. All the changes,
whether in organization or techn.imues, stemmed from the
growing deadliness of firearms (hel. ", p. 31).

The Spanish-American War, with its infantry actions in Cuba and in

the Philippines, was of short duration. The poor state of preparedness of

the nation for war left much to be desired in the matters of military planning

and operation. The small Regular .army and the innumerable volunteer

state troops found themselves engaged in combat with a foe whose smekeless-

powder, magaeoine Mausers had to be countered with obsolete weapons of the

1873 Springfield variety. The "Krags" were in the hands of a few of the

regular troops, but the state troops fought the war with the single-shot

caliber .45 infantry rifle (Ref. 5, pp. 371-408).

By 1904, a new and snore comprehensive set of infantry drill regulations

appeared. There were tactical changes to meet the challe',ge of the machine

gun.

More reference was made to movements on battle; the
location and position of troops with refere) ce to the ground
was more carefully considered; and rapd fire was pre-
scribed at a distance of two hundred yards from the enemy.
The range for the rifle (Springfield Model 1903) was clas-
sified as follows:

300 yards ...... short range
3C0-600 ....... mid-range
600-1,000 ..... long-range
1, 000-2, 000... extreme range

The company was divided into 2 platoons. The c3mmaud
"fours right" became "squads right".., these drill regu-
lations showed a decided tendency toward battle movement
rather than pure drill (Ref. 5, pp. 421-422; Ref. 25).

The Battle of Caloocar (Luzon), February 4, 1899, illustrates the

effect of the training of the infantry squads in the new extended order drill

of 1892. The extract below, from an article in the Infantry Journal of

January 1926, is pertinent.
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... The fighting is carried on by small g;'; .,pe who, each
under its own leader, rushes for'vard, halts, delivers a
volley against the enemy and then rushes forward again.
The groups as far as possible support each other... (Ref.
26, p. 421-425).

Throughout the Philippines, tnc . arfare mounted again.,t the American

forces by the Insurrectos became a concomitant of the occupation. Formal

and conventional at first, the war degenerated into a vicious guerrilla action

that lasted for almost fifteen years, especially on Mindanao and the Visayan

islands.

In connection with the advancement of small -unit organization and

tactios of the squad since the post-Civil War days, it should be remembered

that other startling inventions and discoveries were continually being made

in weaponry which would influence infantry organization and tactics. The

breechloading, repeating magazine rifle was revolutionary in its effect,

due to its precision and the increased volume of fire It brought to the mem-

bers of the infantry rifle squads. Concurrently, et, search for an automatic

weapon for the infantry continued. Historically, the machine gun was not

a new weapon to the United States Army. The Gatling gun had been perfected

during the Civil War but was not destined to see any extensive service in an

army which was tied to simple, uncomplicated, single-shot muzzle-loading

rifles and muskets. But even at that early date the potential wrth of the

automatic delivery of small-arms fire was noted. The following comment

bears this out.

One weapon, which has changed the character of Wa -

fare, was developing throughout the halt century. This
was the machine gun! Its first important manifestation.
the Gatling Gun, devibed in 1862, was purchased by the
United States during the Civil War. Tests made in the
1870s showed the Gatling Gun to be equal to seventy
Springfield rifles well aimed at 150 to 200 yards. Interest
in the weapon increased and the United States bought
several lets of it in the years after the Civil War (Ref. 7,
p. 31).

Speculation is interesting as to what would have been the outcome of the
battle of The Littlo Big Horn (the Cusler Massacre) in July 1876 had the
Seventh Cavalry rjeer. equipped with Gatlings.
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But the natural conservatism of the military services ',d not permit

the acceptance of the Gatling Gun. Actually, the Gatlings did participate in

the Santiago campaign of the Spanish-American War, and while they took an

active part in the support of infantry actions, the higher commanders were

inclined to consider them as inferior artillery kRef. 7, p. 32).

The invention of the recoil-operated machine gun by Hiram Ma'4xim,

an American, was the greatest advance in military weapons since the breech-

loading, smokeless powder, magazine rifle for infantry. The advocates of

the machine gun were persistent and by 1910 service tests showed:

ono machine gun was equal to sixteen riflemen at
ranges up to. 600 yards; to twenty-two men from 600-
1,200; and to thirty-nine men beyond 1, 200. Comparing
these figures with those given for the tests in the 1 870s,
it is clear to see that the repeating rifle had reduced the
discrepancy between shoulder arms and machine guns
a good deal. In any case, on account of the unwieldiness
of the weapon and for other reasons, official doctrine on
it remained very conservative (Ref. 7, p. 32).

The adoption of the Krag-Jorgensen and later the Springfield Model

1903, a modified Mauser, caused considerable attention to be given to the

distribution of the fires of the rifles upon the eneray target. Several

theories of "musketry, - as the science was termed, were developed and

most of them centered upon the optimum distribution of squad and plate an

fires (Ref. 27).

Continued advocacy of the machine gun on the part of ceriain officers

such as Captain John H. Parker resulted in various experiments in Z,-tical

machine gun organization. As early as 1906 a provisional machine-gun

platoon was added to each infantry regiment. This unit established much of

the organizational procedure and tactical doctrine for the US Army, s em-

ployment of the machine gan in World War I (Refs. 7 and 28).

The last revision prior to 1917 of the Infantry Drill Regulations ap-

peared in 1911. Brought up to date in 1918 by corrections, thic manual

served for the infantry of the World War I Army.
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PART R

1918-1964

In 1917, the United States Army began trining for a new type of war-

fare. While not unknown in the A*i:...-ir',n military experience, protracted

trench warfare was generally in opposition to the American concept of open

warfare based upon a tactical doctrine of fire and movement. The stale-

mate on the Western Front introduced new and more deadly weapons into the

armory of the infantry unit. The machine gun with its rapid rate of accurate

and deadly fire caused the armies to dig in and hold in place. Advances

were mea ured in yards and then only after tremendous and lengthy prepar-

atory artillery barrages had battered in the enemy front line and driven its

occupants underground. Infarstry attacks were closely coor dinated with the

"creeping" barrages, following them at "safe" distances as they rolled to-

ward the enemy position.

,.. Machine guns are credited with tsving created the
war of position, and the accompanying satlamates which
prevailed during 1915, 1916, and 1917. General Pershing
carried this interpretation further. He said that trench
warfare had caused the belligerents in Europe to embrace
a faulty doctrine. The latter placed too great a reliance
on artillery and mechanical aids. Pershing insisted, in
contrast, that the basis of a sound army remained, as it
always had been, a sturdy infantry. Accordingly, he re-
quired that American foot soldiers be trained primarily
for open warfare, and only incidentally for duty in the
trenches (Ref. 1, p. 38).

The overall effect of the mass introduction of the machnc gun into the

arsenal of the infantry during World War I was to create an ad hoc type of

employment or assignment. Trhe machine gun, as a weapon of opportunity,

had been fully exploited by first the Germans, in the defensu, and later by

the Allies in both defense and attack. The need for a more portable gun,

lighter in weight and air-cooled, became indicated early. Thb Lewis gun

almost fitted these specifications in contrast to the heavy Maxim (German),

the Vickers (British), and the Hotchkiss (French). Since these guns were
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crew-served, they required more stability mid offered ie,: -lexibility be-

cause of their weight than did the light machire gun or automatic rifle. If

necessary, the latter could be served by one man, with an alternate gunner

designated and doubling as ammunition carrier. The specific effect of the

introduction of automatic weapons uporn C;.. , ,aponry of the infantry squad is

shown by the following extract from The Army Lineage Book:

... the expanding use of machine guns required re-
organizations which reached from divisicns down to
companies. The other weapons exacted changes, but
they were not quite so widely disseminated. For ex-
ample, infantry mortars and one-pounder (37mm) guns
found a place in the headquarters companies of regi-
r.ants. Hand grenades, rifle grenades, and automatic
rifles caused many changes in the organization of com-
panies and their components. The fact is that the
question as to their best arrangements was never dc-
finitely settled during the war. All were included in
a rifle company, but sometimes the AR (automatic
rifle) men wore formed together, as were the grena-
diers and rifle grenadiers; other times they v'ere
scattered among the squads. As late as Nov ;.ner
1918, in the Meuse-Argonne battle, the specialists
stayed together in combat groups, bwt the trend was
toward dispersion so that every squad contained at
least one ARman, one good grenade thrower, and
one rifle grenadier. Whatever the organization, ex-
tended order became necessary in combat. Men
could not bunch up and live. Therefore, close for-
matin had to break up when they came within artil-
lery range. Approach to the enemy resulted in a pro-
gressive-extension, and this, In turn, threw a greater
burden on the commanders of platoons and squads.
Small umits of men inched themselves forward, taking
advantage of shell holes and other cover (Ref. 1, pp.
38-39).

The Army Lineage Book comments upon World War I infantry for-

mations:

... Depth was necessary to infantry formations.
In the attack, this meant successive waves of men; in
defense, numerous positions, staggered irregularly
one behind the other. Accordingly, all units from
division down to platoon were organized to give the
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required depth within their respccUive seulx rs ....
The war confirmed the trend toward refLipng the
organization of infantry unit-. Squads and platoons
proved to be indispensable in twentieth century com-
bat. Frequently, the outcome of a fight depended on
the integrity of those elements since they, and they
alone, could be controliL 1 r' ,nally by their leaders
when under very heavy fire (Ref. 1, .p. 38).

In effect, because of the then stabilized defensive positions, it made

little difference in trench warfare whether a soldier belonged to a definite

squad, since his assignment was generally that of a specialist, that is,

bomber, hand and rifle grenadier, automatic rifleman, or rifleman. This

was, of couirse, the situation in the overall defense of the frontlin6, where

each army was, in effect, besieging each other. Supporting weapons of

great killing power were developed early in the war by the Prench, and the

British followed suit. This weaponry, in a sense, supported locally the in-

fantry platoons and sections in their static defense. Specifically, they were

the heavy machine guns and the infantry mortars. Machine guns were usually

of infantry rifle ammunition caliber and the mortar j an infantry cannon were

normally of three-inch types, such as the Stokes mortar and the 37mm gun

(1 pounder). These weapons were Assentially crew-served and hence were

considered to be specialized and normally nt to be found in the infantry

platoon, section, or squad (Ref. 5).

When not engaged in offensive operations, the infantry was engaged in

strengthening its intrenchments and conducting active patrolling in the "no

man's land" between the two frontlines. "Essentially, these patrols were

of three types: combat, intelligence, and working (wire repair or cutting)

preparatory to an attack. Raids were organized and carried out a-LArst se-

lected points in the enemy line (trench) for the purpose of securing prisoners

for intelligence interrogation. By 1917, French and British infantry experi-

ence on the Western Front had made clear the need for a completely new

tactical pattern of warfare. The introduction of hand grenades, rifle gre-

nades, and automatic rifles into the armament of the rifle nompany by the

French and the British was, of necessity, followed by the American
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E:,peditionary Forces. The infantry squad which had beta .,e basic infantry

unit within the platoon for fire and movemetnt in the United States Army was

replaced by the section as the fire and maneuver element of the platoon.

The platoon became the basic infantry unit for fire and movement (if any)

under the conditions imposed by the position warfare of the times. The rifle

squad, because of the addition of such specialists as automatic riflcmen and

hand and rifle grenadiers, became submerged tactically within the section.

For administration and route marches, rifle squads were formed within the

platoon, bul in the attack the platoon of specialists was the normal fighting

unit (Ref. 2, pp. 1-33, and Ref. 3). 6

The tinfntry squad of the American Expeditionary Forces found its

original organization and basic comatt functions almost completeiy changea

by the necessity of adapting to the specialized requirements of stabilized,

defensive, position warfare. The movement which had been such a charac-

teristic of the American tactical doctrine of combat mobility even for our

smallest military unit, the infantry squad, was for the '..a b ing, at least,

limited to the areas adjacent to tb opposing frontlines. During the three

years of Allied war operations prior to the entry of the United States into the

struggle in 1917, the British and French had devnloped a combat doctrine of

siege warfare which was characterized by the addition of new and strange

weapons to the arsenal of the infantry squad, section, and platoon. T'.eir

effects upon the infantry were marked by increased firepower evidence, by

the addition of automatic rifles and weapons of opportunity and close combat,

the rifle and hand grenades. The infantryman became in fact a speci'3 1 st

6 The effect of the stabilized warfare upon infantry weaponry may !e noted
in the following comment from the above: At the beginning of the war
(1914) nearly all infantry personnel were armed with the rifle and bayonet;
there were no hand grenades, rifle grenades or automatic rifles in the in-
fantry company (228 men). By 1917, there were 48 hand grenadiers, 24
rifle grenadiers and 16 automatic riflemen per company. Cuts~de tne
company (in the battalion) were the 37mm guli and the trench inortar.
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rather than merely a rifleman. In the Frunch infi itry oompany upon which

our units were modeled there were four combat infantry pl.,Loons, each con-

sisting of:

1 lieutenant
2 sergeants
4 corporals
7 grenadiers
6 rifle grenadiers
6 auto-riflemen

17 rifle and bayonet men
(Ref. 4, pp. 74-75.)

The immediate effect of the contact of the American Expeditionary

Forces with the Allies in France was the translation of th, French and

British static tactical doctrine into American usage. The American tactical

doctrine was essentially that of aggLessive combat and open warfare, not

static, defensive tactics. Indeed, this doctrine was to be almost a stum-

bling block to workable American-AlUed cooperation (Ref. 29, pp. 11 and

293-295). General Pershing took note of the problem:

It is true that the tactics of the battlefleid clnge
with improvement in wcapons. Machine guns, quick-
firing, small-bore guns and rapid fire artillery make
the use of cover more necessary. They must be
considered as aids to the infantryman, expert in the
use of the rifle and familiar with the employment of
hasty entrenchments. It is he who constitutes our
main reliance in battle (Ref. 29, p. 11).

But General Pershing was thinking about the simply armed infanti-

squad of one corporal and seven privates, all riflemen. Within a matter of

months after the Americans landed in France he was to find that the t.iench

warfare in which the Allies were engaged was to add new and more power-

ful weapons to the infantry squad. Ultimately, trench warfare was to

create the half-platoon, or section, as the basic infantry combat unit (Ref.

30).

General Pershing comments further on the lack in 1917 of machine

guns within the American infantry units. His view is importabi because of
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the perspective it provides of the struggle to ad, pt a machine gun within

the US Army. He states:

... the machine gun, as an infant-:y weapon, had been
carried to a high degree of perfection, especially in the
German Army... In this as in every other line of prepar-
ation, we were far behind all others. The question of
adopting new types of n 2', guns and automatic rifles
for our army had been discussed... for years... and test
after test had been made, but the nearest approa, h to
a decision was an acrimonious discussion in and out of
the press between the Ordnance Department and certain
inventors... When we entered the war, no conclusion re-
garding the best make of gun had been reached that, in
the opinion of the War Department would warrant its
manufacture in quantity. Not only were wye without suf-
ficient. machine guns, but our organization tables did
not anticipate their use in anything like the numbers em-
ployed by the enemy (Ref. 29, p. 131).

The rifle squads in the infantry platoon were eliminated by Table 7,

Rifle Company, Infantry Regimtnt War Department, Washington, D. C.,

26 February 1918. This table was based primarily upon the Allied experi-

ence of four years of trench rnd siege warfare a'. provided that: the

platoon would consist of four sections, as follows: first section (hand

bombers) 2 corporals (pistol and rifle), 4 privates, firt-class {pistol and

rifle), 6 privates (rifle), total: 12; seconrl section (rifle grenadiers), 2

corporals (pistol and rifle), 1 private, first-class (rifle), 6 privates (rifle),

total: 9; third section (riflemen) 1 sergeant (rifle), 2 corporals (rifle), 6

privates, first-class (rifles), 8 privates (rifles), total: 17; fourt. section

(auto-riftemen) 1 sergeant (pistol and rifle), 2 corporals (pistol and rifle),

4 privates, first-class (auto-rifles and pistol), 8 privates (riftc) total: 15.

The total platoon contained 58 enlisted men and one officer (Ref. 9, Table

7, and Ref. 3, p. 112).

The infantry drill regulations had thIs to say about the platoon in con-

nection with the n.cessity for changing of United States Army tactical

doctrine, at least temporarily, because of the static trench warfare:

The platoon is the siallest infantry unit which is
habitually deployed in depth and endowed with independent
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power of maneuver. It is the ia'gast ,mi i ,,mitting of
direct persona! leadership and fire CO,-.7ol in combat.
It comprises two sectionp, cash under a leader who,
in principle, exercises direct control oer his unit in
all phases of battle. In addition to the weapons that
infantrymen handled as individuals there were two
they used as crews. C. c. , " eature of trench war-
fare, was the Stokes mortar, which could lob pro-
jectiles into enemy trenches and shell holes. Anot)-or
was the one-pounder cannon, an anti-tank and anti.-
machine gun piece. These two weapons were placed
together in a platoon of the headquarters company of
every infantry regiment (Ref. 1, p. 38).

The official history of the United States Army in the World War,

1917-. Rt.9, noted the survival of the squad in spite of the section organiza-

tion:

... In the training for trench warfare the fighting
unit will still be the platoon, consisting of four or
more squads of a corroral and seven privates, each,
normally. When squads for special service are de-
sired of a different number, the necesso ry men may
be taken from or attached to the squad 'ALt. 4, p. 74).

The de-emphasizing of the squad, as a tactical unit, by the T/O 7

table of 1918 clearly demonstrated the need for specialized weapons and

trained personnel to operate them in siege warfare. Within the infantry

section or half-platoon, there was tremendous small-arms firepower, as

evidenced by the assignment of automatic rifles and hand and rifle grenades

to the personnel., Heavy firepower was needed to protect the trenches and

their defenders from sudden attacks or raids:

Trench warfare brought with it a pressing need
for weapons that were decisive in close combat. Out
of this need came haud grenades, rifle grenades, the
submachine gun, and a more extensive use of pistols
and revolvers. Such short-range fire weapons tended
to supersede cold steel and rifle butts as the tools of
shocki acti-rn, but American doctrine considered pro-
ficiency vith the bayonet as still indispensable because
it gave confidence and aggressiveness to foot sol 'iers
(Ref. 7, pp. 37-38).
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The squad, under the T/O 7 organization was comprised of one (1)

corporal and seven (7) men. Within the squad, in addLim to the weapons

normally assigned, two of the members were aegigned and trained as scouts.

These men were essentially for intelligence purposes and were especially

used as advanced elements for probing the enemy position when the war be-

came one of maneuver. The scouts we. : , or-! than often used in the attack

to draw the enemy's fire and thus disclose his position. Later, when pro-

vided with tracer ammunition, they were able to outline possible targets by

their fire. In the Infantry of the US Army, the scouts were considered im-

portant enough to survive World War H until 1947, when the scout designation

for two members of each squad was dropped (Ref. 2, T/O & E 7-17, 9

December 1947).

In his final report, General Pershing dommerits:

The material results of the victory achieved were
very important. An American Army was an accom-
plished fact, and the enemy had felt its power. No
form of propaganda could overcome the depressing
effect on the morale of the enemy of this dem' nstration
to organize a large American force and drivE i. Euc-
cessfully through his defenses. It gave our troops Im-
plicit confidence in their superiority and raised their
morale to the highest pitch. For the first time wirc
entanglements ceased to be impassable barriers and
open-warfare training, which had been so urgently
insisted upon, proved to be the correct doctrine (Ref.
10, p. 43).

Written during the closing days of World War I, and published so,"

after its cunclusion, the infantry drill regulations (provisional) I919 served

to bridge the gap between the 1918 infantry drill regulations and thos,- !o be

promulgated in the future. The lessons learned on the battlefields of France

were retained and the resultant regtuations can be said to have been pioved

effective in combat. Yet while numerous innovations were added to the or-

ganization and equipment cf the infantry units, the 1919 regulations sought,

in the following doctrine, to rationalize the World War I loss of the identity

of the infantry squad:

The section leader guides his unit. He looks at
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it only when his exercise of contr'c,: dem-,nds .-- his
eyes should be fastened upon the enemy. The , -.
tion must be bound to its leader, who. unuler all cir-
cumstances, is the rallying pokiL. Ifis bearing and
his pace sets the standard for the unit.

The squad leaders nifitain the positions assigned
them and see that the platoon a;.,. -,ation leaders'
orders are executed. They transmit the commands
and signals when necessary, observe the conduct of
their squads, and assist in enforcing fire discipline.
When the ability of platoon and section leaders to
control the action of their units ceases, squad leaders
lead their sqt ds on their own initiative, lending each
other mutual support (Ref. 11, pp. 112-113).

During the ,niod from 1920 to 1940, there were the usual garrisu,

duties and training missions to perform. The Infantry of the US Army,

reduced in ngth from 110, 000 in "920 to 40, 331 in 1932, c.arrd on.

Tbe Office Ihief of Infantry in the War Department had the effect of

keeping the infantry ale ,t and adaptable to change (Ref. 1, pp. 39, 41, and

Ref. 13, p. 269).

The squad organization reflected in the post-World War I US Infantry

showed clearly the influence of the Army's participation in that conflict.

From the highly specialized combat of the trenches, the squad retclined the

automatic rifle and the other weapons such as the rifle grenade and the

hand grenade, The leader continued to be a corporal with his assistant a

private, first-class, or a private. Wi"b the addition of the machine gun

company to each infantry battalion by T/O 28P, 23 November 1920, the

rifle squad required less heavy firepower for targets of emergency or op-

portunity, since atached units of the machine gun company were now avail-

able for this purpose in the attack or defense. Hence, the bolt-action 1'M3

Springfield cal. .30 rifle canie to be considered the basic weapo, of the in--

fantry, with its highly accurate aimed fire supplemented by the hand-

carried and highly mobile gutomatic rifle (Ref. 14, pp. 150-154). The

problem of supply of ammunition was to be considered in relationship to
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the rate at which automatic weapons used it. Generally, the only ammunition

immediately available to the squad wao carrjea va .heir persons and the load

of the riflemen was increased by the c"trrying of extra ammunition for the

automatic rifle. It must be remembered that the US Army of the period of

1920-1938 was one which was dependent upon animal-drawn transport or ob-

solete World War I trucks with z " capability of about 100 miles a day

(Ref. 15).

During the mid-twenties and the early thirties, certain far-sighted

military students were thinking about the role of the infantry in any future

war. Technology, in the form of rapid advances in transportation and radio

communication, had caught up with and was rendering obsolete the tactical

paLle-.ns then current. Air power was developing so that the infantry squad.

of the future could hurtle threugh the air or drop silently upon tho enemy

from the skies. The changes were to

... exceed any infantry's in its previous history.
The greatest o± these was speed. In 1919 a prime
object had been to secure trucks :o replace horses,
so that foot soldiers could move . v'ard the battle-
field at 15 to 25 miles an hour. In contrast,
twenty years later the equivalent object was to use
aircraft so that doughboys could hurtle towards
fields of battle 10 times as fast (Ref. 1, p. 39).

As late as 1936, Colonel Walter R. Wheeler, in his definitive work,

The Infantry Battalion in War, defined the infantry squad, its )rganization,

weapons, and function in the following paragraph:

The rifle squad comprises eight men at most,
grouped round an automatic rifle and led by a cor-
poral. One man is designated to replace the squad
leader in case of casualty. Two men act as scouts,
one as assistEnt automatic rifleman and one as .flo
grenadier. The squad leader lives with his squad
at all times and is responsible that they are. fed,
equipped, and trained; in combat, he sees that they
fight.

... The squad leader carries on combat at a
distance through men specialized in the 9at-trajectory
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fire of the rifle and the automatic rifle, and tt- shorter-
range, curved trajectory fire of the h'and greitad ind

rifle grenade. He leads hand-to-hmnd combst wiAn
bayonet, butt, knife, foot and fist (Tha. 16, pp. 1-2).

The Chief of Infantry laid down several vital principles concerning the

organization and functioning of the rifle -quad. Simple and uncomplicated
in their language, they have stood the test of time and battle. Regardless

of the armament of the squad or the size of its organization, the baJefield

requirement facing the rifle squad was well-stated in the following:

The rifle squad must have only elements of maxi-
mum battlefield mobility. All its members must be
capable of short dashes at high speed in order to cross
zones exposed to hostile fire. Hence, the standard of
mubility of the squad is that of the rifleman. The squad
has sufficient strength to ststain considerable losses
without losing its identity, without at the same time ex-
ceeding the limits of effective control (Ref. 18).

Represented here was the desire to bring maximum firepower to bear

upon the enemy as rapidly as possible. With the mobility of the rifle squad

established by the speed of the individual rifleman, ther, -was a clear and

pressing need for a portable weapon that would give him Pccurate, accel-

erated firepower when in the attack or defense and in the final ttssault

(Ref. 1, p. 43). 7

In order to establish standards of performance for the infantry squads

of the United States Army, the Chief of Infantry devised a combat-type

firing and maneuver test in which each squad in every infantry regiment

participb.ted on a competitive basis, This was an annual event and the squad

7 ... The M-1 influenced fire tactics. Notwithstanding that arms like li: ",,erc
knov. and used in Europe, they did not affect doctrine the same way a. Ln
this country. On' the Continent, firepower was increased peincipaiiy by
augmenting the number of light t f iachine guns; while in the United States the
increase came principally from the faster-shooting shoulder arm of the
individual rifleman. Thu., in Europe, fire superiority depended on a gun
served by a crew; in the United States, on the individual doughboy and
his weapon.
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with the highest score in each infcanLcy reE imeun, was awarded the designation

of "Chief of Infantry's Combat Team" (Ref. 17. p. 48). In gaining this highly-

prized honor, the infantry soldier proved that he could perform every function

that was required of hin as an individual rifleman, grenadier, or auto-rifle-

man and as a member of the sciuad. Broadly, the competition was conducted

in the following manner. A regular oquad, under its corporal, reported under

arms, in field uniform with light pack, to the officer-in-charge. (Here it

should be noted that the terrain for the competition generally was found near

the rifle range where service (ball) ammunition could be fired with safety.)

The corporal after reporting received either a verbal or written

generas situation of the tactical problem to be soived by th squad; next the

special situation was explained and the corporal was required to make his

estimate of the situation and to issue his oral field order. In essence he

and his squad had to solve a sniall-unit tactical problem involving fire and

movement. The problem wr, s progressive with the corporal confronting

new and different tactical situations, vhle his men maneuvered under his

orders and fired against "enemy" troops repr-.ented by surprise "pop-up"

or "pull-up" silhouette targets operated by hidden, protected personnel. The

judges following in the wake of the squad awarded or deducted points for ap-

propriate or inappropriate orders by th squad leader and actions by the

squad members. Scores were given for "hits" made upon the silhouette tar-

gets. At the end of the competition all squads making the required points

were designated as a "Chief of Infantry Combat Team." 8

Weapos improvement and the search for the ideal of more firepower

delivered by fewer men continued during the 1930's and I;D4 s. The Chief

of Infantry working through the Infantry School, the Infantry Board and other

agencies sponsored continuing research and development for We infantry arm.

It was at this time that the infantry sqnad received the improved BAR

(Browning Automatic Rifle, model 1918A2). This weapon, originally issued

as a substitute for the long-desired light machine gun for the infantry squad,

8 Interview with Colonel James Mvra2,ek, Infantry, US!A-Retired.
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had several serious defects in its overall p:- i±orne-ce characteristics

(Ref. 18, p. 7). 9 The search for a semi-automatic sho-'Id, weapon for

the rifleman in the squad continued, in spite of the improved performance

of the BAR. The infantry's attitude in the matter of the BAR was expressed

in the following:

The BAR was not regarded as the decisive element
in infantry firepower. American emphasis remained in
the individual doughboy's shoulder arm. Accordingly,
in the effort to substitute firepower for manpower there
was a continuous search for an efficient self-loading
rifle. Experiments by the Infantry Board soon made it
clear that a semi-automatic rifle could increase the
infantryman's rate of fire from ten or fifteen aimed
shots t,, twenty or thirty per minute. What is more, the
rounds could be better aimed because the marksman did
not have to unsettle his aim 1o operate a bolt.

As matters developed, the Garand rifle, designated
M-1, was selected for development. By 1934, there
were eighty M-ls on hand, and by the fall of 1938, they
were replacing the M1903 at the rate of 150 per week.
Even so, the new rifle did not replace the old r -,t.l
after the war had begun. Since the new rifle LOU1i de-
liver twice the fire of itR predecessor, it made possible
a reduction in other weapons. For example, the total of
automatic rifles in a regiment dropped from 189 to 81 in
1943. Although the figure subsequently rose, it never
again, not even in war, attained the earlier level (Ref.
1, p. 43).

By 1938, the advent of the new semi-automatic Garand or M-1 rifle

with its increased rate of fire eliminated the automatic rifle from the in-

fantry squad (Ref. 19). The increased firepower of the M-1 permitted the

squad to advance without dependence upon the two-man automatic rifle team

for covering or supporting fire. Also of importance was the fact that Lhz

riflemen no longer were required to carry extra ammunition for the auto-

matic rifle. However, when the M-1 was carried, its high rate of

9 The automatic rifle (BAR) remained unchanged from its World War I status.
It was so inaccurate when used for automatic fire that its abandonment in
organizations armed with the M-1 rifle was contemplated.
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ammunition consumption did increase Lhe amnuii ,:", brden of the individual

squad member (Ref. 20).

Insofar as the organization of the squad was concerned, under the new

1939 TiO two types were provided, that is, peacetime and wartime. The

peacetime squad organization of sevwi members was led by a corporal. The

wartime squad was led by a sergeant (with a corporal as scuoild-in-co.-

mand) and comprised eleven men. The increase in the personnel strength

of the rifle squad found its basic reason in the fact that the previous World

War experience of 1917-1918 had demonstrated that the eight man squad was

not large enough to absorb casualties and continup. in action. With eleven

men -'o command (actually only five men short of the old two-squad infantry

section commanded by a sergeant), the new wartime infantry squad required

a more experienced leader - one with longer service anCA with a greater

knowledge of infantry small-unit tactics and techniques. With the sergeant

as the squad leader and the corporal as the assistant squad leader, the

squad was assured of continuity of command. V 1th the increased personnel,

the squad had the ability to absorb a larger number of casualties and to con-

tinue on its mission as an effective combat unit.

The table of organization of 1920 ,'Table 28, P, Rifle Company, In-

fantry Regiment (Peace Strength), War Department, Washington, D.C.,

23 November 1920) remained essentially unchanged until 193P, when it was

superseded by interim T/O 7-17, dated 6 December 1938, whi'h was super-

seded, in turn, by T/O 7-17, 1 October 1940.10 This doldrum period did

little more than maintain the status quo of the infantry arm. Aside from

the research and development activities and the maintenance of standards

there was little activity. Tih3 Chief of Infantry summed up this lsalessness

in the following comment in his official Report for April 19 41:

For almost twenty years after the World War, the
infantry of the American Army remained essentia'lly
as it was during the World War. Compared to foreign

10 See Appendix F.
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armies, it was in an obsolete condOio.n in Rlmos- every
particular: Armament, organization, act tactics.
During the decade preceding the war now in progress
(World War 1), the need for the d,'astic and rarid
modernization of our infantry was obvious and imper-
ative (Ref. 18, p. 3).

On 25 June 1932, there occurred an owv_ "iat broke with the historic

traditional infantry drill first established by Emory Upton in 1867 and tin-.

proved in 1892, 1904, 1911, 1918, and 1919. The two-rank infantry squad

which had been regulation in the United States Army for almost sixty-five

years was abandoned and replaced by a single-rank squad wuider the provi-

sions of Tentative Infantry Drill Regulations 1932. All sqtad drill move-

ments such as sq.d right and squad left, and squad right-about and left-

about were eliminated and a simple drill substituted for the sonmewhat com-

plicated squad maneuvers.

The basic reason for this radical change in the infantry drill regulations

was noted by General George A. Lynch, Chief of Infantry, in his following

comment upon the then current infantry drill:

Witli respect to drill nnd tactics.. the drill re-
gulations, essentially those adopted in 1911, were
complicated to a degree and consumed many hours
training time in an attempt to attain prec sion in
maneuvers that had no application in battle. Infantry
Tactics were, for the most part, literal reproduc-
tions of the regulations developed in the AEF-1918-
19. They took little account of the immense ad-
vances in situation and mechanization that had sub-
sequently taken place (Ref. 18, p. 9 and Ref. 31).

In consonance with the Chief of Infantry's expressed desire to g"V-

the rifle squad portable weapons of increased firepower, the development

of a light machine gun for the infantry squad continued. As the substitute,

the BAR was continued within the infantry squad. Improved with a buttplate

hinge and a bipod and an elevating screw, the BAR seemed almost to sat-

isfy the requirement. The added improvements did give the BAR greacer

accuracy but they created an additional five pounds of weight, whica, of

course, increased the soldier's combat load and decreased the battlefield
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mobility of the automatic rifleman. However, t,e rif.le cot'pany was to

gain additional firepower by the changes included in the .9,1 0 t :,,i of organi-

zation 7-17, 1 October 1940. The extract bclov, indicates the nature and

importance of this reshuffling of the weapons within the company:

The 1940 organization reflect-d the -on-
siderable technological advances in i,,.antry
weapons of the two post-World War I decades--
in particular, the introduction of the light machine
gun and the 60 mm mortar into the rifle company.

... Three rifle platoons were to be supported in
action by one weapons platoon equipped with mor-
tars and light machine guns. Within the rifle
platoon, three rifle squads were to be supported
by an aui omatic rifle squad armed with Browning
automatic rifles or BAR's. This new "weapons"
platoon was part of a trend in the late 1930's to
integrate all necessary basic weapons, except
artillery and tanks, into the infantry rifle battalion,
the basic tactical unit. (Ref. 22, pp. 40-43).

In connection with the changes wrought within the rifle squad, it

must be remembered that under the American tactical doc'. i,q of fire and

movement all elements of the infantry were organized in accordance with

the principle of mobility. The rifle squad's mobility was governed by the

rifleman. It could move on foot only as fast as he, and no faster. The

mobility of the automatic rifleman carrying his weapon determined the

overall mobility of the rifle platoon. In furtherance of the desire for hig

mobility for the platoon, there were no crew-served weapons assigned and

none that were hewy consumers of ammunition required to be furnished in

continuous supply. An 'added factor of safety derived from the fact that

there were no weapons such as heavy maclune guns which when mounted

offered excellent targets for enemy fire In the rifle company, all the

weapons, including the light machine guns and the 60 mm mortars, were

hand carried. Heavier weapons than those which cou be moved for

short distances by hand were placed in the units of the regiment, sucb as

the headquarters company (Ref. 1, p. 48).
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Early in World War II, the tactical doctrine :. ,re and movemeiit for

the infantry came under close sclutlny by military leaders. Under the old

theory, riflemen in the atr ' were in position either firing their weapons,

or moving forward in the assault. This situation conformed to the theory

of musketry wherein the rifleman ii. -d his weapon principally to gain fire

superiority in order to be able to move forward. This me,ut that his fire

and the fire of his squad had to prevent the enemy from returning fire. When

this optimum advantage was gained, he could advance. But World War I

and initial World War II experience indicated clearly that the rifleman could

no longer depend upon shooting his way forward. There was much more in-

vovvcd. Primarily, he had to coordinate his movements with supporting

fires, such as artillery, mo tars, and heavy machine guns, and with fires

of the adjacent units. The Chief of Infantry's comment ui the roh o f the

rifleman in combat is as valid today as it was during World War IL It is

worth repeating for the benefit of present-day infantry squad riflemen:

His (the rifleman's) attitude is nc L::zger limited
to firing and moving unless sufficient supporting
fire, both of supporting weapons and adjacent units,
is developed to permit his advance. He coserves
his fighting power by remaining under cover or
combines his fire with that of aupporting weapons
to make possible the advance of adjacent units.
He takes full advantage of fire support of his fellow
riflemen and supporting weapons to move forward
himself... No attempt is made to maintain align-
ment of units. In accordance with the old concep-
tion that whenever men were at a halt, they were
firing, the squad leader maintained a position well
to the rear of his squad. He moved to the front
only when the squad was to advance. Under the
revised tactics, eiring the considerable periods
when the squad will be neither firing nor moving
but in readiness wider cover, the position of tha
squad leader is slightly to the front of the squad

* (e. g., on the crest) where he can observe the
foreground and enemy activity and be in readiness
to takd such action, either fire or movement, as
the situation may call for (Ref. 18, pp. 58, 59).

With the standard issue of the M-1 rifle to the infantry, the incrca.,ed

firepower it bro.ght had the effect of eliminating the BAR from the rifle
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squads. The automatic rifles did not remain long in the new,, created

automatic rifle squad within the rifle platoon --.der the provision of T/O 7-

17, 1 October 1940. Reasons for the elimination of the automatic rifle

squad and the return of the BAR to the rifle squad were: the desire of

General Lesley J. McNair, newly appointea t-[ Jf of the Army Ground Forces,

to trim the infantry table of organization and equipment of excess persopnel

and equipment and the elimination of the Chief of Infantry's office. As the

BAR's had been placed in the separate squad at the Chief's insistence, they

were returned to the rifle squad when his office was eliminated (Ref. 1,

pp. 52, 53).

"Liie sharpest reduction in arms that accompanied
the drop in personnel fell upon the BAR's. These
were eliminated from ever echelon except the rifle
squad, where there was one per squad. This change
removed very little AR from the firing line, but It
did reduce the number of the guns in the regiment
from 189 to 81 (there being 81 rifle squads in a
regiment). (Ref. 1, p. 53).

Within the rifle squad, the automatic rifle team now consisted of the

automatic rifleman armed with the BAR (M 1918A2), and one assistant

automatic rifleman armed with the M 1903A4 rifle (sniper) which was also

used as the launcher weapon for the antitank rifle grenade. The modified

1903 rifle as a sniping weapon possessed the long-range accuracy assoe-

ated with the 1903 Springfield rifle. The third member of the team was the

ammunition bearer (rifle). The BAR, as the best available substitute for

the light machine gun, serred as a critical squad weapon in close support

(Ref. 24).

As of 2 June 1942, the rifle sqund was defined by the field manual

in the following paragraph:

Composition. The rifle squad consists of a
sergeant (squad 1. ader), a corporal (assistant
squad leader and antitank rifle grenadier), an
automatic rifle team (automatic rifleman, assis-
tant automatic rifleman, and ammunition bearer),
and seven riflomen, two of whom are designated
as scouts (Ref. 25, p. 130 and Ref. 18, p. 42).
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The above organization was essentially the typizal Wo -d War II in-

fantry rifle squad. Historically, it should be noted thit tlie United States

Army was engaged in a global war with combat areas ey.ending from the

Arctic Ocean to the South Seas aid their islands. In the Pacific Theater,

infantry combat was invoived with jungle warfare; in the European Theater,

the infantry fought a more conventional type of war. Yet, with slight modi-

fications, the tables of organization pertaining to the infantry were e-tis-

factory solutions to the difficult problem of tailoring an infantry squad

which would be almost universal in its application to combat. In the attack

or defense, the rifle squad now had more portable firepower than ever be-

fore in our military history. Further, with its BAR team it possesaed.

readily uvaiubiu uiose suppokt. Its grenades, both antipersonnel and anti-

tank, gave it additio' I firepower against boh men and machines., With a

sergeant as the le -1 eleven men, the squad had g.:own to be almost

comparable in strt.. ,th and capabilities to the rifle platoon section of World

War I (Ref. 2).

T/O & E 7-17, 26 February 1944, promoted the i die ,squad leader

from sergeant to staff sergeant and made the assistant squad leader a ser-

geant (Ref. 26). There were valid reasons for the elevation in ,vink. In

1944, it must be recalled that infantry units in boLh the European and the

Pacific theaters were vigorously carrying the war to the enemy on the

land. General McNair, Chief of Army Ground Forces, desired in some

way to boost the infantry morale.

General Omar N. Bradley, Commanding General, 12th .rmy Group

in the European Theater in World War II, points up one of the principal

factors affecting the morale of the infantryman. Combat losses are tih

expected in war but his definition of the combat burden of the infantry is

quoted to emphasize the importance of the rifle squad and its leadership,

and its survival in combat. There is no reason to believe that his obser-

vation made then is not valid now and for the future'.

Previous combat had taught us that casualties
are lumped primarily in-the rifle platoons. For
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here are concentrated the hlndful of tr, s who must
advance under enemy fire. It is upon them that the
burden of war falls witn greater risk and with less
likelihood of survival than in any other of the combat
arms (Ref. 27, pp. 445-446).

The promotion of the squad Jer not only brought new prestige to

the infantry squad but higher morale to the squad leader himself. Under

the conditions of modern war, the squad leader was now one of the most

important leaders in the military structure. His responsibilities are well

stated in the following:

Dispersal to avoid the deadly effe-ts of enmy
fire threw squads, or fractions of squads, on their
own in combat, particularly in dense foliage, in the
mountains, and ir. night operations. This put a
heavier-than-ever burden on the ingenuity o 3quad
and platoon leaders, and even on the individual
doughboy. Here one encounters the following seem-
ing paradox: that as armies have grown from thou-
sands to millions, each of the numberless infantry-
men on the firing line, instead of sir.;ig to the level
of an automaton, has had to rise to ,eiw ievels of
individual initiative. And, by the same token, modern
battle has, as often in the past, been in reality a com-
pound of scores of small-unit fights, relatively uncon-
nected (Ref. 1, p. 57).

Combat in World War 1I demonstrated conclusively that several basic

principles of war applied directly to the infantry and to the infantry squad.

Unity of command and mutual support were proved essential for all units

engaged in combat operations. Ironically, the experience in the field

showed in final analysis that the few men out on the front ana in direct con-

tact with the enemy were the real interpreters of the principl.em of war. In

essence, mis meant that upon the infantry squad and its leader devolved a

heavy responsibility for the success or failure of the operation. Plans,

orders, and directives flow in constant stream from higher headquarters

but they are carried out by the members of the smallest military unit

capable of adhering to the principles of war.
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Field Manual 7-10, Rifle Company, Infantrv Regiment, z'med in

March 1944, provided that the rifle squad would c-i.)rIt of the following: a

squad leader (staff sergeant), an assistant squad leader tsergeant) who acted

as rifle grenadier, and an automatic rifle team of automatic riflemen, and

an ammunition bearer. The remainder of mt, : .,Ad was composed of seven

riflemen, two of whom were designated as scouts. Two of the remaining

squad members were equipped with rifle grenade launchers and rifle gre-

nades. The antitank rifle grenade M9A1 was known to be effective against

light and medium tanks. It was also useful in combat against- weapon em-

placements and their personnel.

The field manual for the rifle company of 1944 was highly specific in

its delineation of the administrative and combat duties of the squad leader:

a. The squad leader Is responsible for the disci-
pline, appearance, training, control, and conduct of his
squad. He leads it in combat. Under the platoon
leader's direction, the squad leader arranges for feed-
ing.his men, enforces proper observance of rulc. f
personal hygiene and sanitation, requires that N eapons
and equipment be kept in serviceable condition, and
checks and reports on the ammunition supply within the
squad. His squad must be trained in use and care of
its weapons, to move and fight efficiently as individuals,
and function effectively as a part of the military team.

b. The assistant squad leader performs duties
assigned by the squad leader and takes command of the
squad in his absence. The squad leader may designate
litni to command a portion of the squad, to act as an
observer, or to supervise replenishment of ammunitiou
(Ref. 29, para. 143 and Ref. 28, pp. 168-192).

1

Combat in World War I1 showed rather conclusively that eleven meit

were difficult for one leader to control under modern battlefield conditions.

To offset this handicap, however, the rifle squad did develop the rudimnents

of the team concept. With the automatic rifle team under a corporal as a

definite unit within the squad's structure, the creation of teams of grenadiers,

riflemen, or various combinations to meet specific combat situations became
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possible. The rifle squad established by T!O & E, 7 -17, 1 June 1945, was

noted for its promotion of the AR nran to corporal and the replacement of the

M1903A4 by sniper rifle MiV1C (Ref. 30).

The 12-man infantry rifle squad survived World War II but its future

was overshadowed by the developmenL of an entirely new weapons system

based upon the atomic fission theory first exemplified by thf, atomic bombing

of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Such concentration and release of explosive

power changed the strategy of nations and the tactics of armies as they had

never been changed before. With no experience under atomic or nuclear

warfare conditions, the military profession perforce had to rely upon spec-

ulati.)n and assumption. What type of units would wage the new warfare?

What new formations would ti, tactics call forth? Answers to these and

many other questions were tried out, in part, during a reorganization and

experimentation period. However, it must be remembered that all units

stil retained the basic mission of waging conventional war, including, in

certain instances, unconventional warfare. 1 I

Within two years after the end of World War U, the infantry rifle squad

underwent a drastic reorganization. Presumably base, upon combat experi-

ence, the new T/O & E 7-17N eliminated three men, the ammunition bearer

and the two scouts, from the squad. The new rifle squad had the following

personnel assigned:

One staff sergeant, as the squad leader; 1 sergeant, assistant squad

leader; I corporal, automatic rifleman; 1 private, assistant automatic rifle-

man; and 5 privates, riflemen. The five riflemen included I rnmed with

grenade launcher M7A1, 1 to act as ammunition bearer, and 1 ormed with

the sniper rifle MIC. There were four grenade launchers M7A authorized

by the new T/O & E for each squad. It is interesting to note that the three

rifle squads of tho ifle platoon had their firepower augmented by the

addition of a weapons squad consisting of the following personnel and

''SCe pertinent field manuals of the Arms and Services.
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weapons: 1 staff sergeant, squad leader; 1 corporal, rach:- gunner; 1

private, assistant machine gunner; 2 privates. un-munition bearers. With

the light machine gun, caliber .30 and the rocket launcher, 2.36-inch, the

weapons squad gave the rifle platoon additional firepower against enemy per-

sonnel and protection against hostile arn.or, -:icles, or tanks. The rifle

squad still retained its high mobility and close support fire capabilities

(Ref. 31 and Ref. 22, pp. 41-42). 12 For the first time since World War H,

the infantry squad, with an allotted strength of nine men, began to approach

the old fundamental concept of the eight man squad.

Rationale for the reduction in the strength of the rifle squad can be

iound in the f:Aflowing extract from Report of Activities Armir Field Forces,

1945-1949, 30 September 1949:

Combat experience proved that it was difficult for a
:quad leader to control and direct more than eight other
men in battle and technical developments in weapons
indicate greater dispersion in future warfare. The new
squad consists of a squad leader and his assist -Pt, five
riflemen, and an automatic rifleman and his Ess'I&ant.

The dropping of the scouts from the squad was based upon the assump-

tion that the squad in future warfare would have no specialized reconnais-

sance requirement. In future combat reconnaissance would be performed

by special air and land units, rather than by individual soldiers. The drop-

ping of the ammunition bearer was mainly an economy measure. His extra

space could be occupied by one of the riflemen who was assigned the addi-

tional duty of carrying the extra ammunition to supplement the loads carried

by the other squad members.

12 In the weapons platoon the two light machine guns were replaced by a

section of three 57 mm recoilless rifles - in reality, hand-carrieu,
short range artillery pieces. The machine guns, increased by one,
went to the rifle platoons, which gained a weapons squad arned with the
machine gun and a 2. 36-inch rocket launcher, primarily an antitank
weapon.
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Major General Armistead D. Mead, United ,. Army, former Chief

of Infantry, Headquarters, Continental k.iray Command, discussed the prob-

lem of squad strength in his article, "Those Who See the Whites of Their

Eyes," in the Infantry School Quarterly Volume 46, No. 3, July 1956. In

part, he said the following:

The relation of size to staying power is well re-!og-
nized. Missions assigned to a squad in defense are
predicated on the number of positions a squad can oc-
cupy, which in turn dictates the frontage of the squad.
As attrition occurs, the capability of the squad de-
creases... To make a squad large or small should
not be the objective in considering its organization.
Instead, the size of the squad should be the result
of organizing it to meet certain essential criteria.
Although a variety of criteria may be listed, they
may reasonably be reduced to three: control,
capability for sustained combat and firepower.

The reorganization of the grade structure of the Army and the elimi-

nation of the staff sergeant gave the leader of the i Wle squad the rank of

sergeant, first-clas. This elevation in rank and pay gave the leadership

of the rifle squad a position one rank below that of masivr sergeant, the

highest noncommissioned rank (Ref. 33). Inasmuch as platoons are often

commanded by sergeants in the absence of lieutenants, this recognition of

the squad command position through increased rank and pay served to add

to the prestige and morale of the infantry.

Korea offered a bitter school of experience for the Infantry of the

United States Army. Hurriedly pulled from occupation duties in Japan, in-

fantry regiments, companies, and squads, from June 1950 on, found them-

selves in combat with a ruthless and cruel enemy whose regard ior the ac-

cepted rules of land warfare was nil. Both offensive and delensivc warfare

were waged by the US Infantry. At one time, in January 1951, the bunker

warfare in the mountains of Korea resembled the trench warfare of 1914-

1918 (Ref. 34, p. 215 and Ref. 35, pp. 654-692).
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The rifle squad, as reorganized by Change 3 - T/O 7-17N, appeared

as follows: the squad leader was a se-rg ant, first-class, his assistant was

a sergeant, the automatic rifleman was a corporal and his assistant was a

private; five riflemen had rank distributed among them as follows: 3 cor-

porals, 2 privates, first-class. C ,,& f the riflemen was armed with a gre-

nade launcher, 1 rifleman served as an ammunition bearer, 1 corporal was

armed with the sniper rifle, MIC (Ref. 33). Concurrently with the infantry

combat of the Korean War, research and development in the areas of human

resources, psychology, and the behavioral sciences attacked the problems

of human motivation and reaction to the stress of infantry combat. The

performince of individuals and small units, squads and platoons was ana-

lyzed by means of the scientific method. As an example, the :scienLists as-

signed to Operations Research Office, The Johns Hopkinm; University, en-

gaged in a project entitled The Job of the Combat hfantryman. In this am-

bitious study, the performance of the infantryman in battle was analyzed by

much the same methodology used by social scien'ists in analyzing the per-

formance of an industrial worker (Ref. 38). Th.s approach to the "job" of

the combat infantryman was novel in its statement:

The primary objective of the research... is to provide
the basic data from which it may be possible to establish
job requirements fyr combat infantry personnel, i.e.,
to discover those aspects of the combat infantryman's5
job which are essential for successful performance in
combat (Ref. 38, p. 5).

The infantry squad survived the Korean War with minor changes. It

is significant to note that the squad strength remaired a constant nine men

under the stress of both offensive and defensive war. The Koreqn War

ended with the squad as listed in T/O & E 7-17 C2, 13 April 1953 (Ref. 39).

After the Korean armistice or4 uce went into effect on 27 July 1953, both -V

the automatic riflemen became corporals, and the riflemen were distributed

in rank as foilows- 2 were corporals, one of whom was armed with the MIC,

3 were privates, first-class, one of whom was armed witl a grenade launcher,

2 were ammunition bearers. These changes may be ascribed to the great
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amount of patrolling in the Korean War where the infantry v. .with its

rank structure and the automatic rifle team. wi, r'equired to function in-

dependently each with its own base of fire. This ability was of special value

on' combat patrol missions (Ref. 34, p. 215).

The following commeit is highly significwit from the paint of view of

the infantry squad, its organization, equipment and above all, its le:deeship:

The Korean War, by reason of both geography and
enemy action, was a unit commander's war. The fate
of a regiment or of a division might and frequently did
depend upon the ability of a platoon commander to
solve his own partictlar problem in the heat of action.
So--,pexhaps vital as one considers the possibilities of
the future in dispersement--the necessity for trained,
capable, and courageous small-unit commanders from
the squad level up, was reaffirmed (Ref. 35, p. 690),

The Korean War proved that the United States Army tactical doctrines

of fire and movement were essentially sound (Ref. 35, p. 690). Within

these doctrines were to be found the behavior and motivn 'oi of the infantry

soldiers who had the responsibility of carrying them into effect u'ader com-

bat conditions. The noncommissioned officer at the leadership level of the

rifle squad was found by scientific investigation and analysis to hav'e the

following responsibilities toward the accomplishment of the squad or unit

mission and toward the members of his squad. As categorized in ORO

Technical Memorandum ORO-T-250, these were:

L Preparing Unit to Meet Combat Requirements

A. Giving Technical Training or Assistance
B. Providing for Adequate Supplies of Serviceable

Equipment
C. Maintaining Ph3 zical Efficiency of Unit Personnei
D. Disseminating and Implementing Plans for 'Mission

H. Exercising Tactical Command

A. Selecting, Organizing, and Manning Unit Positions
B. Deploying Men and Weapons
C. Controlling Rate and Distribution of Fire
D. Coordinating Own Unit with Other Units
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MI. Developing and Maintaining 1Moi v..t*rn
A. Providing Materi..! Comforts and Assistance
B. Encouraging and Reassur;ng Others
C. Inspiring Others by Personal Bravery

IV. Accepting Organizational Responsibility

A. Communicating .-nd Coordinating with Superiors
B. Contributing as a Member of the Team

(Ref. 38, Appe;,dix)

The duties of squad leaders of infantry rifle squads have been delin-

eated since the beginning of the unit's long history in peace and war. The

military profession, without benefit of the wisdom of behavioral scientists,

indicated the pattern of the squad leader's duties and responsibiLities in

Field Manual 7-10, Rifle Company, Infantry Re mert, as follows:

a. The squad leader is responsible for the discipline,
training, control, and conduct of his squad. His squad
is trained to use and care for its weapons and equipment,
to move and fight efficiently as individuals, and to function
effectively as part of the fighting team.

b. The assistant squad leader performs duties as-
signed by the squad leader and takes command of the
squad in his absence. The assistant squad I.ader usually
controls the automatic rifle team (Ref. 40).

From the field study of the operational patterns of noncommissioned

officers in combat, or post-combat interviews with representative, or

average, infantry squad leaders, a listing of specific noncommilsioned

officer behavioral categories was compiled. The most casual examination

of this categorization of the duties of the noncommissioned officer's

functions cannot but help to impress the reader vith the critical importance

of the noncommissioned small -unit leader. The most significa-t fea Lre of

this listing (see Appendix) is that it is an approach to a des!,ed standard oi

performance for noncommissioned officers and therefore is oi value to tJ.e

military profession,

Historically, the specific duties of members of the Aifantry rifle squad

have been noted principally because of tae squad armament. Generally, the
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duties of the squad member were centered uvix ,ihe ,Goration of his weap-

on and his ability to move with it and place its fire when and where directed.

In addition, of course, there was the responsibility for minor field repairs

and the remedying or reduction of firing stoppages. The previously noted

research in the field during the I re'n WVar broadly categorized the duties

of the squad member as follows:

I. Participating in Combat Preparations

A. Participating in Training
B. Maintaining Weapons and Equipment
C. Maintaining Physical Effectiveness

11. Performing Tactical Operations

A. Occupying and Improving Positions
B. Locating ,nd Identifying Targets
C. Establis',iing and Maintaining Tacticwl Superiority
D. Performing Communication-Liaison Functions
E. Taking Precautions to Maintain Security
F. Closing with the Enemy

HI. Contributing to Unit Motivation

A. Providing Material Comforl ane Assistance
B. Encouraging and Reassuring Others
C. Taking Risks to Aid Others

IV. Accepting Organizational Responsibility

A. Assuming Command functions
B. Accepting or Volunteering for Additional Duties

(Ref. 38)

For the specific categorization of the combat duties of the i ffle squad

mrnmber, see Appendix D.

In 1956, a break came in the traditional squad concept o! an auto-

matic rifle team supported by riflemen who act as rifle grenadiera. hand

grenadiers, and ammunition bearers. Under the provisions of TIO & E

17-17T ROCID (Reorganization of Current Infantry Division), the squad

leader was rated as a first-class sergeant (E-7), the two fire team leaders

as sergeants (E-5), the two automatic riflemen as corporals (E-4); the

last two were armed with the BAR. There were six riflemen: three

senior riflemen (corporals (E-4); three riflemen (privates, first,-class
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(E-3); and one corporal armed with the M1 snipe.'s rfie " I iber. 30 for

rifle grenade. There were two rifle grenade !aunchers in the squad. Am-

munition bearers were not specified (Ref. 41). In justification of the 11-

man squad, General Mead continued in the cited article:

The 11-man squad organizatio, .iot only meets all
the requirements established by our three essential
criteria (controi, capability for sustained combat and
firepower) but also includes desirable qualities.
First, it requires only 11 men. Second, the five-
man fire teams can withstand more attrition than
rould a smaller tean. and still retain their identity.
Third, the balance of automatic riflemen to rifle-
men within the teams is in keeping with the squad's
ulmiate requirement to close physically with the
enemy. Finally, the squad leader's span of control
is not taxed.

The fire to "vhicb were new to the US Infantry consisted of one

fire team leadei, . sergeant (E-5); one automatic rifleman, a corporal

(E-4); one grenadier, a corporal (E-4); and one or two riflemen, privates,

first-class (E-3).

The advent of the new infantry rifle 7.62mm (M14), light barrel,

with the standard NATO caliber, and its capability of stabilized position

semi- or full-automatic fire when fitted with a biped, gave the rifle-squad

fire teams increased firepower and a lighter weight weapon than either the

M1 or the BAR. The squad leader was nowa staff sergeant (E-6), the fire

team leaders were sergeaits (E-5), and the automatic riflemen were cor-

porals (E-4) armed with the 7.62mm rifle, light barrel, with bipod.

There were six riflemen: two senior riflemen, corporals (E-4); and four

riflemen, privates, first-class (E-3) armed with 7.62mm rifle, light .rrel.

There was no provision for grenade launchers or ammunition bearers in

the T/O & E (Ref. 42).

In January 1959, FY: 7-10, Rifle Compaiy, was issued covering both

infantry and airborne division battle groups. This official publication

standardized the rifle squad in organization and equipment for roth infantry
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and airborne infantry troops. The rific platoon wa: nrganized into a platoon

headquarters, three rifle squads, and a weapuns squad. Each rifle squad

was organized as follows: a squad leader and two five-man fire teams, the

Alfa team and the Bravo team. The composition of the fire team embraced

a fire team leader, an automatik -fr.ernan, and three riflemen (Ref. 43).

Because of the firepower involved and the potentially b.iavy fire sup-

port within the rifle squads of the infantry rifle platoon, the composition of

the weapons squad comprised: a squad leader, two machine gunners, two

assistant machine gunners, two rocket gunners, and two assistant rocket

gunners, plus two ammunition bearers. The weapons squad was organized

in Afa ana Bravo machine gun teams and Alfa and Bravo rocket launcher

teams. The field manual describes the squad leader's and fire tc.m

leader's duties as follows:

c. Rifle Squad Leaders. The rifle squad leader is
responsible for the discipline, training, control, and
tactical employment of his squad. He u.iltzes his fire
team leaders to assist him primarily i ,.ntrol.

d. Fire Team Leaders. Fire team leaders are
fighter leaders who assist the squad leader in control
of the squad in combat primarily by initiating the action
directed by the squad leader and by setting the ex-
ample for their team membars as indicated by the sit-
uation. They provide such additional assistance as may
be directed by the squad leader. The senior fire leaaer
assumes command of the squad in absence of the squad
leader (Ref. 43).

As noted, one of Upton's real considerations in his creation of a new

drill was to have that drill apjplicable to the battlefield v.s well as the parade

ground. His "skirmish" drill approximated the fulfillment of hi.2 d-Xsre.

Nearly three-quarters of t century later, Major General Jamas C. Fry of

the United States Army aidvocated "Battle Drill" for the troops of the Army.

His system was given iserious consideration primarily because he had used

it under combat conditions with units under his command (Ref. 44, 45).
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Field Manual 7-10, previously cited, specified that tin. rifle squad,

as organized under its provisions, was well stated for battle drill:

The rifle squad with its two fire teams is particularly
well suited for battle drill. This organization permits
the squad leader to use one tz. r to, ianeuver while the
other supports by fire. S'milarly, the squad can ad-
vance by bounds over exposed areas, using one fire team
to cross the area first while the other is in position to
cover its movement by fire ii necessary. Using battle

-drillplays, the squad leader can direct and control the
actions of his squad with minimum reliance on verbal in-
sLructions (Ref. 43, pp. 440-456).

The result., that were achieved by the 1960 reorganization of the i'-

fantry rifle squad may be summed up in one word: maneuver. The reor-

ganization was based on the concept that wide-ranging operations on the

present or future battlefield would require squads composed of highly

mobile, hard-hitting fire teams with the capability of independent action

in thefield. Further reorganization of the rifle squad was the direct result

of the ROCID tests conducted by the Army in 1960. The L., u fire teams

gave the squad leader the capability of maneuvering integral units under his

overall command. Prior to this change, the squad leader ma,'nuvered his

squad personnel as individuals except in the case of the automatic rifle

team. The possible requirements of future warfare call for dispersion of

units over broad fronts. To meetthis challenge all units down to and i.-.

eluding the rifle squad must possess the ability to operate independently

away from the parent unit. In furtherance of this objective, the improved

span of control of the squad leader, who now controls two fire team lerders,

rather than the entire unit, should be noted. Each fire team with its ample

firepower and flexibility of response a battle areas of considerable de-Ith,

would require experienced leadership. Because of the indcpendenc_ of

action built into the team's tactics, the team leader as well as the squad

leader will have to be able to exert maximum control. In order to ae3om-

plish the mission under these circumstances, the squad leaders of all

grades must be well trained and highly capable of exercising command and

leadership under combat conditions.
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Field Manual 7-10, Rifle Compap,, i;,vi:nd Airborne Battle

Groups, provides a succinct definition of inf,_tiy. Since the regular role

of infantry is well understood by the military p.ofessional, this definition

is worth noting because of its clarity and consderation of nuclear avail-

ability:

Infantry is the arm of close combat. It fights by
combining fire, maneuver and shock effect. It is die
only force capable of seizing and holding terrain for
extended periods. Because of its extreme versatility,
it is capable of fighting under widely varying conditions
of terrain, weather, and nuclear availability. The
organization, equipment, and trAining of infantry units
permit their use of a variety of techliques to accum-
plish their mission (Ref. 46, p. 4)

The fire teams, as the bases for the fire and moviment capabilities

of the rifle squad, function to provide the squad leader with two like organ-

izational elements with which to carry out these, capabilities. How the

teams will operate under combat conditions is prescribed by the Field

Manual. All training in battle drill is directed .) me attainment of profi-

ciency of individuals and teams to the end that they can operate as follows:

The organization of the rifle squad jiLno two fire
teams provides the squad leador with two like elements
with which to execute fire and maneuver. Essentially,
one fire team is used as the maneuver element, while
the other is used as the fire support element. The role
of each fire team may change during the conduct of any
particular action. For example, if the maneuver ele-
ment is prevented by enemy action or terrain frcm closing
with the enemy, it assumes the fire support role to cover
the advance of the other team, which then becomei- iie
maneuver element (Ref. 43, p. 441).

The radical changes and complexities of weaponry and tactics falliug
upon the shoulders of the squad leader of 1964, compared to those imposed.

upon the World War II squad leader, may be noted in the extract below fror

FM 7-10:

During the fire fight, the primary duty of 'he squad
leader is to place the fire of his squad on the target.
In accomplishing this, he keeps in mind the firepower
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of his automatic rifle team, which be empires t,.
place automatic fire on suitable enemy targt:
and support the rapid advance of et'-ar members
of the squad. He enforces fire discipline. (The
squad leader takes a position from which he can
best control his men and observe the effect of
their fire.) In selecting his k 'nor he con-
siders the necessity of maintaining contact
with the platoon leader. At times, on accout
of the noise and confusion of battle, the leader
may have to go to the firing line and move from
man to man to give instructions. He fires only
in emergency, or when he considers that the
firepower to be gained by his firing outweighs
the necessity for his close control of his squad.
Expee'ienced soldiers may be designated to
sqpervis6 the fire discipline of the two or three
men in their immediate vicinity (Ref. 47, par
144, pp. 140-142. See also Appendix).

T/O & E 7-18E, issued in accordance with the new ROAD (Reorgani-

zation of the Army Division) concept of troop unit organization to meet the

challenges of conventional and nuclear warfare, provide 3 that the rifle

squad be composed of the following personnel:

1 Staff Sergeant, Squad Leader

2 Sergeants, Team Leaders

2 SP4 Automatic Riflemen

2 SP4 Grenadiers

3 Privates, First-Class, Riflemen (Ref. 48)

The total number of personnel in the rifle squad is reduced by one, makLg

the squad total ten members, including the leader. The development of new

weapons, such as the grenade launcher, 10mm has exerted some aegree

of influence upon the reduction of the squad's total strength. The autrnatic

riflemen are now armed with the 7.62mm rifle with light barrel and bipod

and grenadiers are armed with the .45 caliber pistol in addition to the

grenade launcher. All uther squad members are armed with the 7.62mm

rifle, light barrel (witheut bipod). For communication within the company

and platoon, the rifle squad is provided with the radio set AN/.T'C-6 (Ref.

49, p. 106).
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Basically, the justification for the dropping oi lc tons rifleman from

the squad can be ascribed to the personnel economy fcatures in ROAD.

Further, the rifle squad was shaped by this action into a "package" for the

possible future transport of all infantry rifle squads ir. armored personnel

carriers. In this event, the armored v, . 0ce river would become avail-

able to the squad for supporting fire from the weapon mounted on the

carrier.

Field Manual 7-11, Rifle Company, Infantr, Airborne Infantry and

Mechanized Infantry, prescribes the duties of the rifle squad leader and

other squad .nembers.

The rifle squad leader is responsible for the
discipline, training, welfare, control and tactical
employment of his squad. lie uses his fire team
leaders to assist him in control.

Riflemen and automatic riflemen are trained
to be proficient in individual as well as team com-
bat action. Their specific tasks are specified by
the squad leader or fire team leader, as apprcpriate.
One rifleman in each fire team is normally de 8 -
nated to carry additional ammunition for the auto-
matic rifleman. In addition, one member of each'
fire team is assigned as a grenadier and is equippec;
with the M79 grenade launcher (Ref. 50, p. 11).

The dispersion required by the modern battlefield has complicated

the problem of communication at all tactical levels. At squad level, t.,e

inclusion of a radio set as standard issue for the rifle squad has assistod

in thn colution of the problem of contact with the next higher and adja-

cent units. Comparison of the eye-to-eye contact required of the sqlhq.

leader by post-World War II Field Manual 7-10 with the maintenance of

radio contact required today, may be noted in the following extract fro.

Field Manual 7-10, Rifle Company, Infantry Regiment (October 1949). Of

particular interest is the definition of the automatic rifleman and his

assistant as a "team."

The Automatic Rifleman and his Assistant
fuiction as a Team. The Automatic Rifleman
selects the exact position where he can best
cover the target. The Team is alerlt for
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surprise targets, particularly autoiratic weapons.
It maintains eye contact with the Squad Leader or
his Assistant to fire at new targets rapidly.

The Riflemen mo,, , fr , w:rd in the attack, as
ordered by the Squad Leaaer and remain alert
for instructions. They pass on instructions from
the Squad Leader to other riflemen. When some
men of the squad are advancing, the remaining
men cover them by fire (Ref. 51).

While the combat mobility of the present-day infantry rifle squad is

that of the dismounted soldier moving on foot, it chould be noted that the

mob.ity of the infantry at all levels of organization has been increased

in accordance with the modera vehicles available. The squad, as part

of the rifle company, is completely mobile (transportable) by means of

helicopters, medium assault aircraft, or medium transport aircraft,

armored and unarmored vehicles (Ref. 50, p. 5).
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CONCLUSIONS

Weaponry at all times has dictated military organization from the

highest to the lowest echelons. Tactics %- -. f' llowed the weapons and

their employment. Infantry, at all levels of organization, must either

attack or defend against the weapons of the enemy force. Certaiia princi-

ples of war dictate the conditions of combat and its eventual outcome. In

the United States Army, tactical patterns are based upon the historic

principles of fire and movement. The rifle squad is the smallest unit

to conduct tactical operations under command of its own leader.

The development of small-arms has contributed in no small measure

to the evolution of the riP- squad. With primitive muzzle-loadi,.' shoulder

weapons, fire was dell i by volley against massed bodies of the enemy.

There was little mane, r on the part 3f infantry formations of less than

battalion size. Because of the inaccuracy of the weapons involved, casu-

alties were light but wounds made by the large . 58-. 75, a.iL'er musket ball

were generally disabling or fatal. Improvement of the accuracy of the

smoothbore musket and the introduction of the rifle into warfare made
dispersal necessary on the battlefield. Rapidity )f fire and the eventual

appearance of the breech-loading shoulder weapon caused the infantry to

take cover or to maneuver in order to survive to accomplish its mission.

Improvement of supporting weapons, i. e., artillery and later machine guns,

forced the infaatry to construct elaborate systems of field fortifications.

When this was done, the principle of movement was negated

The infantry rifle squad has evolved over a period of several hundred

years. The squad, as it is known tocly, is essentially an American mill-

tary development. While European armies have shown trends toward the

squad organization for discipline and control in garrison, the United States

Army developed the squad as a tactical organization.

The reduction in the size of infantry units to present a minial target

to the enemy was considered to be one solution to the problem o! excessive

battlefield casualties. Dispersal of individuals and the establishment of
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loosely controlled and randomly align(;d forinatior -ollowed naturally. The

squad of eight riflemen then appeared upon Ohe battlefield to function tacti-

cally under its own leader, the corporal. An ar, integral part of the platoon

and company, the squad's primary mission vas to assist the parent unit to

advance or defend by applicati-, th: principles of fire and movement.

Historically, the size of the infantry squad has varied over the years.

The numbers considered proper for the squad composition nave been noted

as ten in the Roman maniple, four in the Civil Wax' infantry, and the double-

four or eight in the post-Civil War United States Army. Much of - ie basis

for the numbers, as shown, was to be found in the size of the group which

one leader could control by voice or signal in combat. In the Uaited States

Army provision was made for eight-man 6quads in peacetime and twelve-

man squads in wartime. Currently, the infantry rifle siuad is composed

of ten men.

Initially, the rifle squad of the World War I period was merely a group

of eight riflemen commanded by a corporal. The siege war of the trenches

demonstrated that the rifleman must be more t an, rifle marksman. He

became a specialist in weapons that gave close support in the limited ob-

jective attacks. Grenades, both hand and rifle, automatic rifles, and trench

mortars were soon added to the infantry irsenal. So highly specialized did

the infantryman's role become that the squad became merely an administra-

tive unit and the section of two or more squads comprised the smallest

infantry tactical unit for trench warfare.

World War 1H, with its battle areas over the globe, tested the Unized

States Army's concept of the rifle squad in a manner never cc:4templated

by its originators. In every type of terrain, fl om frozen tundra to steaming

tropical jungles, the infantry accomplished its mission of closiig with the

enemy. The flexibility of the rifle squad was sorely tried IL numerous

campaigns, yet its organization and equipment was considered to be satis-

factory. Based upon combat experience, the number of tweih e men, in-

cluding the squad leader, came to be considered too mary men for one

leader to control. Post-war experimentation reduced the squad to as low

a figure as nine n'en, including the squad leader. From the historic past
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the infantry squad, as conceived by the United States AL tiy, hias survived

as an organizational framework for the waging of rnlosc combat. The avail-

ability of modern tactical radio communications and the necessity for strength

in dispersion, however, have caused the squad to depart from the traditional

eight men to ten In the United States Arm,.

Because of the requirement for leadership at small-unit levels, com-

mand of the infantry squad must be entrusted to noncommissioned oflcers.

This means that the noncommissioned officer must be professional in his

solution of his leadership problem. In a sense, he is a "journeyman" in

the trade of war, whereas, the officer is the manager responsible for de-

livery of the violence that is personally directed by the corporal or sergerot.

it follows, therefore, that the leadership of an infantry squad is a most vital

and necessary adjunct to the proper functioning of the infantry unit of which

the squad is a component part. The platoon or company succeeds or fails

in combat in direct relationship to the proficiency of its squad leaders. In

battle it is the private soldier who fires the rifle, throws the grenade, or

operates the automatic rifle. It is he who eventually clos,'s with the enemy

and, finally, engages him in hand-to-hand combat. The soldier, as a

member of a rifle squad fire team, is the only member of the Aimy whose

mission is to take and to hold ground. How well he accomplishes this mission

is dependent upon his squad and squad leader.

The reorganization of the Infantry Division of the United States Army

has added a considerable burden of responsibility to those already being

carried by small-unit leaders. The staff sergeant leader of the infantry

squad of two fire teams must have the professional training and know;edge

to make sound tactical decisions and accomplish proper vuse of teams and

their weapons. The noncommissioned Lquad leader must function in much

the same manner as the commissioned platoon leader. His fire teams in

combat become almost the same as the squads of the traditional platoon.

He directs their fire and mai.euver in his endeavor to move his unit to Che

objective and close with the enemy, In order to do this, he must know his

tactics and his weapons. The training of squad leaders, therefore, must

assume a more important place in the training schedules of infantry units.
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The rifle squad continues to serve as a fe'ixiaI primary group for the

infantry soldier's social and military life. His identification with the squad

is important with respect to morale and motivation. The pursuit of excel-

lence in the military profession L tart from membership in an infantry

squad. Within the squad, the fire teams, each with its own leader, find

identification in the Alfa and Brvo designations. These hali-squads, each

capable of limited independent actmn and mutual support, imbue the squad

with the overall concept of team wori:, The fire team now performs all the

functions formerly within the realm of the old eight-man infantry rifle squad.

With its iocreased fire power and with the squad leader's ability ,o commun.-

icate with his teams, the rifle squad has curiently acquired an independence

of operation not attained in World War II or the i orean Var.

As constituted today, the rifle squad has the assumed capability of

operating under conditions of either conventional or nuclear warfare. It

also has the ability to operate under conditions of unconventional warfarc,

but at the present time such operations are under La direction of Special

Forces Troops. Not only are the Special Forces trained in specifically-

designed units to perform their assigned missions but t -. y also generally

possess airborne characteristics, as indic ated by the inclusion of functional

paratroops or individual parachutists. It should be noted that the infantry

squad of conventional, non-airborne units does have the capabilty of move-

ment by air--either in airplane or helicopter. Further, the rifl- squad is

,rganizad for transport in armored personnel carrier type vehicles. It may

be concluded, in view of the requirements of rapid displaceien* of troops

to distant stations, or on specific missions, that eventually all infantry

squads may be composed of helicopter-borne or parachute-qua sd personnel.
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APPENDIX A
CDCRE-C DirecivrAt - of Evaluation

29 SO:pLember 1964

MEMORANDUM FOR: Director, CORG

SUBJECT: CORG Program of Study in Mii±±' .y History: Evolution of
the Infantry Squad

1. General. It is requested that CORG provide under its military
history study program a complete and documented record of the evolution
of the infant'ry rifle squad from World War I to the present time.

2. Objective and Scope. It will be the purpose of this project to show
the various change; which have taken place in the organization and equip-
ment of the infantry rifle squad, including the major duties of each individual,
the armament of each individual, the squad mission and capabilities in atiack
and defense, and for each change in squad organization the rationaij or justi-
fication for the change.

3. References. Memorandum for Director, Evaluation to Director,
CORG, subject: Combat Developments Study Request: "CORG Program of
Study in Military History," dated 24 June 1964.

4. Administration.

a. Coordination is authorized as appropriate with offices .and
agencies, records depositories, military libraries, and other sources of
information within the Department of the Army.

b. The expenditure of three man-months of effort on this task :S
authorized. This study should be initiated immediately.

c. A draft report in duplicate is required for staffing and coordinq-
tion by 15 November 1964. Final report should be published by CORG in 50
copies by 30 December 1964.

d. Mr. J. E. Keith, Chief, Historical Branch, Directorate of
Plans, this headquarters, will be project liaison officer.

/s/
ROBINSON

Coordination:
Director, Plans /s/ King for Bautz 7 Oct 61
ORS Division /s/ Anson 8 Oct 64
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APPENDIX B
TABLES OF ORGANIZATION ANT) EQUiPMENT (TO&E) AND

FIELD MANUALS (FM) 1918 TO 1961 INCLUSIVE

THE MARINE ,: LE SQUAD

(FM 6-5, 13 September 1963, Headquarters, US Marine Corps,
Washington, D. C.)

"Organization of the Rifle Squad. (For comparison with US Infantry Rifle Squad)

The rifle squad is divided into three fire teams, each of which is built

around ai, automatic weapon and controlled by a fire team leader. In addi-

tion to these three maneuver elements, the squad includes a grenadier

armed with a 40mm grenade launcher. The squad leader has overall con-

trol of the rifle squad and direct control of the fire of the grenadier.

Corfposition of the Rifle Squad

The squad is composed of 14 men: a sergeant (squad leader), a lance

corporal (grenadier), and three fire teams of fou. men each. Each fire

team consists of a corporal (fire team leader), a lance corporal (automatic

i ifleman), and two privates or privates first class (riflenen).

Weapons

a. Organic Weapons. The organic weapons of the squad are as

fc llows:

1. Squad Leader. M14 rifle and bayonet knife.

2. Grenadier. 40mm grenade launcher, M79; M1911Al pistol;

and bayonet knife.

3. Fire team leader. M14 rifle and bayonet knife.

4. Automatic rifleman. M14 rifle with bipod, hinged burt plate,

selector, and bayonet knife.

5. Riflemen. M14 rifle and bayonet knife.

b. Supplementary Weapons. The following is a list of weapons and

munitions available to members of the squad or personnel :perating with

the squad.

1. Demol[ition kits.

2. Flam, amrf wers.
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3. Rocket launchers.

4. Hand grenades.

5. Grenade launchc Ls.

6. Rifle grenades.

7. Ground signals and flares.

8. Antitank and antipersonnel mines.

Duties of Individuals

a. General. Every man of a fire team must know the duties of the

other team members, and in turn, the fire team leader and the squad leader

should be able t9 assume the duties of their next superior.

b. Squad Leader. The squad leader leads the squad. He carries out

?,he orders issued to him by the platoon commander. He is responsible io

the platoon commander for the discipline, appearance, training, control,

and conduct of his squad at all times, and for the condition and care of its

weapons and equipment. In combat, he is also responsible for the fire

discipline, fire control, and maneuver of his squad. H, .. kes position

where he can best carry out the orders of the platoon commander and ob-

serve and control the squad. He leads, and therefore fires W1s own weapon

in critical situations only.

c. Grenadier. The grenadier carries out the orders of the squad

leader. ie is responsible to the squad leader for the effective emplo"'ment

of the grenade launcher and for the condition and care of his weapons and

equipment.

d. Fire Team Leader. The fire team leader leads the fire team. He

carries out the orders of the squad leader. He is responsible to the squad

leader for the effective employment if his fire team, its fire discipline )i.

fire control, and the condition and care of its weapons and equipment. In

carrying out the orders of the squad leader, he takes a position to bost ob-

serve and control the fire team. Normally, he is close enough to thp. auto-

matic rifleman to exercise control of the automatic rifle quickly and

effectively. In addition io his primary duties as a leader, but rcot to the

detriment of them, lie serves as a rifleman. This is only to augment the
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base of fire, or when the enemy closes on hiz position. The senior fire

team leader in the squad serves as assistant squad leader.

e. Automatic Rifleman. The automatic rifleman carries out the orders

of the fire team leader. He is V-- -';siktant fire team leader. He is resnon.-

sible to the platoon commander for the discipline, appearance, training,

control, and conduct of his squad at all times, and for thu condition and

care of its weapons and equipment. In combat, he is also responsible for

the fire discipline, fire control, and maneuver of his squad. He takes po-

sition where he can best carry out the orders of the platoon commander and

observo and-control the squad. He leads, and therefore fires hi. own

weapon in critical situations only.

f. Grenadier. The greuadier carries out the orders of the squad

leader. He is responsible to the squad leader for the effective employment

of the grenade launcher and for the condition and care of his weapons and

equipment.

g. Fire Team Leader. The fire team leade Ze,'ds the fire team. He

carries out the orders of the squad leader. He is responsible to the squad

leader for the effective employment of his fire team, Its fire discipline and

fire control, and the condition and care of its weapons and equipment. In

carrying out the orders of the squad leader, he takes a position to best ob-

serve and control the fire team. Normally, he is close enough 4o the auto-

matic rifleman to exercise control of the automatic rifle quickly. d effec-

tively. In addition to his primary duties as a leader, but not to the detriment

of them, he serves as a rifleman. This is only to augment tho !_.se of fire,

or when the enemy closes on his position. The s3nior fire team leader in

the squad serves as assistant -,uad leader.

h. Automatic Rifleman. The automatic rifleman carries out the

orders of the fire team leader. He is the assistant fire team leader. He

is responsible to the fire team leader for the effective employment of the

automatic rifle and for the condition and care of his weapor3 and equipment.
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i. Riflemen. The two riflemen in the fire team eury out the orders

of the fire team leader. They are responsible to the fEre team leader for

the effective employment of their rifles and for the condition and care of

their weapons and equipment. One of t,e two riflemen will serve as the

scout for the fire team."
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APPENDIX C
RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE NONCOMMISSiONED OFFICER

(RIFLE SQUAD LEADER)

(ORO Tech Memo ORO-T-250)

"I. Gives technical training or advice
a. Intructs men in technical and tactical skills, emphasizing those

skills appropriate for the needs of his men and the r-!uirements
of the combat mission

2. Provides for adequate supplies of serviceable equipment
a. Ascertains amounts and kinds of equipment needed
b. Makes sure all supplies are on hand
c. Makes sure loads are distributed properly
d. Checks each man before moving out

3. Mai ,tains physical efficiency of unit personnel
a. Supervises activities and schedules so that men get propor rest

and food
b. Takes precautions to guard men against accidents and weather

conditions
4. Disseminates and implements plans for mission

a. Briefs men thoroughly
b. Makes special personnel assignments
c. Provides for actions in case of emergene;
d. Arranges for special signals or equipment
e. Sets up chain of command

5. Selects, organizes, and mans unit positions
a. Selects good defensive positions, making personal m"econnaissance

if necessary
b. Supervises digging and securing of positions
c. Mans positions quickly

6. Deploys men and weapons
a. Deploys men properly to achieve optimum fire power and support
b. Offers enemy the poorest possible target
c. Maintains control of men during maneuver
d. Adapts speed and method of unit advance or withdrawal to meet

requirements of the tactical situation
e. Uses best possible routes

7. Controls rate and/or distrVi;ution of fire
a. Controls ammo supply and preparations for firing
b. Locates and assigns targets
c. Directs rate and distribution of fire
d. Issues spec. il ammo when necessary
e. Reorganizes unit if necessary to take advantage of targets of

opportunity
8. Coordinates own unit with other units

a. Coordinates his unit's actiAties with those of other units, lending
assistance, sharing supplies and information, setting up communi-
cation or fi 'e-plans

b. Moves his amit in aeeo'dance with tactical plans for the larger unit
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9. Provides material comforts
a. Provides such comforts and luxulies to his me'n as are available
b. Shares own rations or supplies
c. Gives men help in carrying equipment or in rompleting a job

10. Encourages and reassures others
a. Calms, reassures, encourageb, j:' with his men
b. Commends good performance
c. Enforces discipline
d. Visits men in their positions
e. Sets example in action and in attitude
f. Assures safety of his men beforc considering own safety

11. Inspires others by personal bravery
a. Leads men in advance or assault when necessary
b. Volunteers for dangerous missions
c. Continues mission even though hurt or under fire

12. Communicates and coordinates with superiors
a. Keeps superiors informed
b. Takes over when superior is out of action
c. Assists superiors and carries out their instructions
d. Relays orders or information from superior to his subordinates

13. Contributes as a member of the team
a. Takes on responsibilities of squad member when necessary
b. Exhibits competence in all the requirements fo7 tle effective

squad member."
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APP END!..Y, L

SPECIFIC COMBAT DUTIES OF THE RIFLE z-,,TTAD MEMBER

(ORO Tech blrmo O1)O-T-250)

"1. Participates in training
a. Takes advantage of opp,.., iit.3s to learn
b. Takes advantage of opportunities to teach others

2. Maintains weapons and equipment
a. Conserves equipment and keeps it in worldng ordei-
b. Anticipates equipment needs for mission
c. Makes sure he has right kinu and quantity of equipment

3. Maintains physical effectiveness
a. Keeps self in good physical condition
b. Makes suggestions to help others function effectively

4. Occupies and improves positions
z . Is skilled in selecting and improving tactical positions
b. Is skilled in maneuve-ing under fire to better ones

5. Locates and identifies targets
a. Identifies enemy targets quickly
b, - Indicatestargets to others, taking personal risk if necessary

6. Establishes and maintains tactical superiority
a. Exhibits skill and ingenuity in operation of weapons
b. Combines fire and movement to establis', tactical superiority

7. Performs communication-liaison functions
a, Obtains needed information and relays it accurately, facing danger

if necessary
8. Takes precautions to maintain security

a. Takes necessary security measures to guard agaie'st surprise attack
b. Takes necessary security measures to prevent enemy from gaining

information
c. Takes necessary security measures to warn the unit o approaching

enemy
9. Closes with the enemy

a. Participates in direct assault on enemy positions when necessary
10. Provides material comfort and assistance

a. Assists others
b. Shares comforts or equipment with others

11. Encourages and reassures others
a. Informs, calms, reabsures, and cheers other men

12. Takes risks to aid others
a. Takes personal risks to aid, sa'e, or bring back wounded

13. Assumes command functions
a. Prepares 'mself to act as leader for the unit
b. Helps leader whenever possible
c. Takes over for leader when necessary

14. Accepts or volunteers for additional duties -

a. Volunteers for extra duties or dangerous assignments
b. Accepts extra duties or dangerous asignments willingly when

ordered.*
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APPENDIX B
CHANGES NO. 1 TO FM 7-10 (2 JUNE 1942). INFAN: .. FIELD

MANUAL, RIFLE COMPANY. !tIF.E 11EGIMENT

(The Infantry School, Fort Benning, Georgia, 1 January 1943 - Changes No.
1 to FM 7-10 (2 June 1942). Infantry Field Manual, Rifle Company. Rifle
Regiment - prepared at the Infantry School under direction of the Command-
ing General, Army Ground Forces, parL fZ. ".d pp 140-142.)

,,Positions and Duties of Squad Leader

1. During the fire fight, the primary duty of th3 squad leader is to
place the fire of his squad on the target. In accomplishing this, he keeps
in mind the fire power of his automatic rifle team, which ie employs to
place automatic fire on suitable enemy targets .,nd support the rapid ad-
vance to other members of the squad. He enforces fire discipline. (The
scuad leader tnkes a position from which he can best coutrol his men and
observe the effect of their fire). In selecting his position, he considers the
necessity of maintaining contact with tne platoon leader. At tines, on
account of the noise and cor "sion of battle, the leader r.ay have 'o go to
the firing line and move f man to man to give instructions. He fires
only in emergency, or w' ne considers that the fire power to be gained
by his firing outweighs th.. ecessity for his close control of his squad. Ex-
perienced soldiers may be designated to supervise the fire discipline of the
two or three men in their immediate vicinity.

2. When the squad leader cannot personally naintain effective control
over the fire of the squad as a whole, he may regain control over a portion
and temporarily delegate control over the remainder to the ase-stant squad
leader.

3. He requires that firing be limited to enemy troops on those positions
(small areas) where enemy troops are known or believed to be located.

4. He looks ahead for firing positions which his squad can use as the
platoon moves forward.

5. H, seeks a position for his automatic rifleman which permits
flanking fire to be delivered on any target across the entire squad front.

6. ie is constantly on the alert to advalce his squad to a location "
nearer the enemy.

7. He is responsible for maintaining contact with the platoon leader
at all times; he may delegate this duty to the assistant squad leader.

8. He prevents the members of his squad from becoming so widely
separated that he loses control.

9. He prevents several men from bunching behind cover suitable for
only one man. Isolated trees, stumps, bushes, or other well-deiined ob-
jects should be avoided,
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10. He observes the location of units on h6 ilanks and makes a prompt
report to the platoon leader whenever wide gaps vzcur in the attacking echelon.

11. During lulls in the flight, the squad leader checks ammunition and
has ammunition collected from the dead and wounded.

12. In the absence of instructieo. '-.om the platoon leader, particularI5y
during the last stages of the fire fight, the squadleader may often have to
attack important or dangerous targets without orders.

13. Ile resists by fire sudden attacks from the flanks.

14. If the squad becomes separated from its platoon, he makes every
effort to locate and join the nearest friendly troops. The squad leader then
takes orders from the leader of these troQps. At the first favorable oppor-
tunity the squad is released and rejoins its platoon.

Position and. Duties of Assistant Squad Leader

The assistant squad leadex Is position is not fixed; he Lkes position
where he can best assist the squad leader and be prepared to protect the
squad from tank attack. He usually assists in enforcing fire discipline,
controlling the fire, supervising the replenishment of ammunition, and
maintaining contact with the platoon leader. He may be required to fire
caliber. 30 ammunition when the squad leader beli ves his fire is necessary.
He is always prepared to fire antitank rifle grenac'L. en hostile tanks coming
within range."
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APPENDIX F
EXTRACTS: TABLES OF ORG.NIZAION AND rQ,iPMENT

AND FIELD MANUALS 1918 TO '.93 INCLUSIVE

RIFLE COMPANY, INFANTRY REGIMENT

(T/ 0 7 Series A, War Department, Washingon, D.C., 26 February 1918)

Rifle Squad

1 Corporal, Squad Leader

7 Privates, or Privw.tes - First Class

I man has a grcnade launcher

2 men are trained as scouts

All men armed with rifle (or pistol)

This Table eliminated the Rifle Squads within the Rifle Platoons and sub-

stituted the Section in accordsonce with French and British practice.

There were Four Sections:

First Section

Hand Bombers (2 Corporals, 4 Privates, First Class, 6 Privates)
Total 12

Second Section

Rifle Grenadiers (2 Corporals, 1 Private, First Class, 6 Privates)
Total 9

Third Section

14",Iern (I Sergea-Int, 2 Corporals, 6 Privates, FirsL Class,
8 Privates)

Total 17

Fourth Section

Automatic Rifles (1 Sergeant, 2 Corporals, 4 Privatcs, First Class,
8 Privates)

Total 15"
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RIFLE COMPANY, INFANTRY REGIENT (PEAC2 bTRENGTH)

(Table 28 P, War Department, Washington, D. C., '3 November 1920)

"Rifle Squad

1 Ccrporal, Squad Leader

1 Specialist-6, cr Private

First Class or Private

Automatic Rifleman

6 Privates, First-Class or Privates

Rifler1,.J

1 Automatic Rifle

The squad consists of one corporal, six riflemen, and one auto-rifle-

man. One rifleman is equipped with a grenade discharger. One rifleman

carries extra ammunition for the automatic rifle and serves as replacement

for the auto-rifleman. All riflemen carry a certai, supply of extra ammuni-

tion for the automatic rifle, and when necessary, rifle and hand grenades.

The general training of the members of the squad will be uniform. All

men will be trained in the use of the rifle ard automatic rifle. Training in

the use of grenades will be supplementary to training with the rifle and the

automatic rifle (Ref. 11, p. 33)."
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INFANTRY RIFLE COMPANY, INFANTRY RGI,31,4ET

(T/O 7-17, War Department, Washington, D. C., 6 December 1938)

"Rifle Squad

Peacetime: Leader is a Corporal

Wartime: Leader is a Sergeant
Corporal is Assistant Squad Leader

Peacetime: 7 men

Wartime: 11 men

Automatic Rifies".-

* None authorized for the squad but when the M1 was author* ed for.

the riflemen, there were not enough available so the M1903 Rifle was

issued and in squads equipped with the M1903, one BAR and one pistol

was authorized in the place of one rifle.,
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ORGANIZATION OF INFANTRY R(F!E (OMPANY, 1940

(T/O 7-17, Infantry Company, Rifle, W/r Department, Washington, D. C.,
1 October 1940)

,,Rifle Squad

1 Sergeant, Squad Leader

1 Corporal, Assistant Squad Leader

10 Privates, or Privates, First-Class, Riflemen

12 men total

Auto -nVa Rifle Squad

1 Sergeant, Squad Leader

1 Corporal, Assistant Squad Leader

2 Specialists - 6 Automatic Riflemen

2 Privates, Assistant Automatic Riflemen

2 Privates, Ammunition Carriers

2 Automatic Rifles

8 men toWal."
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INFANTRY RIFLE COMPANY, INi'ANRY RE-3-MENT

(TIC 7-17, War Department, Washigton, D. C., 1 April 1942)

"Rifle Squad

1 Sergeant, Squad Leader

1 Corporal, Assistant Squad Leader (acts as Rifle Grenadier)

Automatic Rifle Team

1 Assistant A/R Man (Rifle)

1 Ammunitioga 10,arer

7 Riflemen (Assistant Leader is armed with M1903A4), the remiainder

with MI

BAR (M1918A2)

1 Auto-Rifle Man IM1918A2)

1-2 - Squad totalt
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INFANTRY RIFLE COMPANY, INFANT"R'. REGIMENT

(T/O 7-17, War Department, Das.ng~on, P. C., 1 March 1943)

"Rifle Squad

1 Sergeant Squad Leader

1 Corporal is Assistant Squad Leader

Automatic Rifle Team

I Auto-Rifleman (I1918A2)

1 Assistant A/R Man (Rifle)

1 Ammunition Bearer (Rifle)

7 Riflemen (2 have grenade launchers)*

(1 Rifleman has M1903A4)

1 BAR (M1918A2)

12 - Squad total

*M1 grenade launchers were issued."
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INFANTRY RIFLE COMPANY

(TOE 7-17N, War Department, Washington, D. C., 15 July 1943)

"Rifle Squad

1 The squad leader of the Rifle Squad was a Sergeant

1 The assistant squad leader was a Corporal

7 Riflemen (Privates)

1 Automatic rifleman was a Private

1 Assistant automatic rifleman was a Private

1 Ammunition bearsr was a Private

12 total."
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INFANTRY RIFLE COMPAI'"

(TOE 7-17, War Department, Vashington, D. C., 26 February 1944)

"Rifle Squad

1 The squad leader was a Staff-sergeant

1 Sergeant was assistant squad leader

1 Private ammunition bearer

7 Privates, First-Class, Techn - 4 & 5

1 Rifleman, automatic

1 Assistant automatic rifleman

12 toLl."
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T/b & E 7-17, CHANGE 2, 30 JANUARfl±.A

"Rifle Squad

1 Staff Sergeant, Squad Leader

1 Sergeant, Assistant Squad Leader

Automatic Rifle Team

1 Automatic Rifleman (MN1918A2)

1 Assistant A/R man

1 Amnmunition~ b.earer

7 Riflemen (M1903A4 replaced by Sniper Rifle, Ml)

12 - Squad total
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RIFLE COMPANY, INFANTRY LGI",.if-HT

(T/O & E 7-17, War Department, .Wasdngton, D. C., 1 June 1945)

"Rifle Squad

1 Staff Sergeant, Squad Leader

1 Sergeant, Assistant Squad Leader (Rifle Grenadier)

Automatic Rifle Team

1 Corporal, Automatic Rifleman

1 Private, or Private First-Class, Assistant A/R Maa

1 Private, Ammunition Bearer

7 Riflemen (M1903A4 replaced by Sniper Rifle, Ml)

12 - Squad total"
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TOE 7-17N

(Department of -the Army, Washington, D. C., 9 December 1947)

,,Rifle Squad -

I squad leader was a Staff-Sergeant

1 Assistant squad leader was a Sergeant

I Automatic rifleman was a Corporal

I Assistant automatic rifleman was a Private First-Class, or Private

5 Riflemen were Privates, First-Class or Privates

(Squad stre.gva reduced to 9 men)."
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ORGANIZATION OF THE RIFLE COMPA?' 1947

(T/O & E 7-17N, Infantry Rifle Company, Department of the Army,
Washington, D. C., 9 December 1947)

"Weapons Squad

1 Staff Sergeant, Squad Leader

1 Corporal, Machine Gunner

1 Private, Assistant Gunner

2 Privates, Ammunition Bearer

1 Corporal, Rocket Gunner

I Privato, Assistant Gunner

2 Privates, Ammunition Btarcr

1 Machine Gun, light, Cal. .30

1 Rocket Lazincher, 2.36,

9 men total

Rifle Squad

1 Staff Sergeant, Squad Leader

1 Sergeant, Assistant Squad Leader

1 Corporal, Automatic Rifleman

1 Private, Assistant Automatic Rifleman

5 Privates, Rifleman

I Automatic Rifle

9 men total. ",
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TO & E 7-17N

(Department of the Army, Washingtrn, D. C., 15 November 1950)

"Rifle Squad

1 Squad leader was a Sergeant, First-Class (E-6)

1 Assistant squad leader was a Sergeant (E-5)

1 Automatic rifleman was a Corporal (E-4)

I Assistant automatic rifleman was a Private, First-Class (E-3)

5 Riflemen were Privates, First-Class (E-3)

9 men total."
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TO & E 7-17, CHANGE 2, 1:3 APPIL .vi'

f:Rifle Squad*

1 Sergeant, First-Class, Squad 9a~r(E-6)

1 Assistant Squad Leader, Sergeant (E-5)

Automatic Rifle Team

1 Corporal (E-4) Automatic Rifleman

1 Corporal (E-4) Assistant A/R manq

2 Riftevneni are Cox-porals (E-4) 1 ivith.3LC

3 Riflemen are Privates, First-Class (E-3) 1 armed wvith grenade
launcher; 2 are ammunition bearers

the overall strength of the squad has been reduced to a total of 9.'
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T/O & E 7-17 R

(Department of the Army, Washington, D. C., 1 February 1955)

"Rifle Squad

1 Sergeant, First-Class, (E-6) Squad Leader
1 Sergeant, Assistant Squad Leader (E-5)

Automatic Rifle Team

1 Corporal (E-4) Automatic Rifleman

1 Corporal 0?-4) Assistant A/R man

5 Riflemen (3 are senior riflemen (Cnrporals); 2 are riflemen (Privaics,
First-Class) 1 Corporal is armcd with MiC; 2 Privates, First-
Class are ammunition bearers

9 - Squad total

The Table does not designate a grenadier. There are tiie', grenade

launchers authorized."
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T/O 7-17 ROCID

(Department of the Army, Washington, D. C., 20 December 1956)

"Rifle Squad

1 Sergeant, First-Class, Squad Leader

2 Fire Team Leaders (Sergeant)

Automatic Rifle Team

1 Corporal (B'-4) Automatic Rifleman

1 Corpo--al (E-4) Assistant A/R Man

6 Riflemen (3 Senior Riflemen, Corporals); 3 Riflemen (Privates, First-
Class) 1 Corporal armed with .30 caliber sniper Rifle. There is no
designation of grenadier. The squad is authorized two launchers.
Ammunition bearers are not designated.

(Squad strength increased by 1 Sergeant, Fire T ;am Leader; 1 Private,

First-Class Rifleman. Total: 11).,
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T/b & E 7-17 D

(Department of the Army, Washingtoni, I~ . February 1960)

-,Rifle Squad

1 Staff Sergeant, Squad Leader

2 Fire Team Leaders, Sergeants

Automatic Rifle Team

1 Corporal, Automatic Rifleman

1 Corporal, Automatic Rifleman (armed with 7.62mm Rifle, light bar-al
with bip;id;,

6 Riflemen (2 senior rifleme~n (Corpewals) (4 riflemen (Privatesi, First-
Class (armed with 7. 62mm. Rifle, light barrel)

11 - Squad total

There are no grenade launchers or ammunition bearers utI~'uded in the T/O.tI
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INFANTRY AIRBORNE INFANTRY. AND MECH,' :1ZED INFANTRY
RIFLE PLATOONS AINT SQUADS

(FM 7-15, Department of the Army, Washiigton, D. C., 8 January 1962.)

"Infantry Rifle Squad

1 Sergeant, First-Class, Squad Leader

2 Fire Teams Alfa* Bravo

1 Sergeant, Fire Team Leader

1 Corporal, Automatic Rifleman (7.62mm, L/B with bipod)

1 Corporal, Grenadier (40mm grenade launcher, M7O.)

1 Private, First-Class, Rifleman (7.62mm, L/B)

4 men total

Radio AN/PRC-6

*One Fire Team will have an additional rifleman assigned to be used with

the Team, or with the Squad Leader. This completee the 10 men. it
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TO & E 7-18E

(Department of the Army, Washington. D, C., 15 July 1963)

"Rifle Squad

I Staff Sergeant, Squad Leader

2 Fire Team Leaders, Sergeants

Automatic Rifle Team

1 Corporal, Automatic Rifleman

1 Corporal, Atitomatic Rifleman (both armed with 7. 62 mm rifle, ig! barrel,
with bMirp.d)

2 Grenadiers (Corporals) (40mm gre.ade launcher and .45 cal pistol)

3 Riflemen (Privates, First-Class) armed with 7.62mm rifle, light
barrcl

7 men total

One Fire team will have an additional rifleman assigned for use with the

team, or with the squad leader. Total Strength: 10 men."
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